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Environmental Review Program Rules

Minnesota Rules, Chapter 4410

Statement of Need 'and Reasonableness

(Rulemakingauthorized July 2007)

I. INTRODUCTION

This document explains the need for and reasonableness ofproposed amendments to the
EQB rules governing the Minnesota Environmental ReviewProgralil. It summarizes the
evidence and arguments that the Board is relying upon to justify the proposed
amendments. It has been prepared to 'satisfy the requirements ofMinnesota Statutes,
section 14.131 and Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2070.

This proposed ru1emaking would amend or add 25 subparts of the EnviroIimenta1 Review
'rules in chapter 4410. This ru1emaking is the second phase of an amendment process for
the Environmental Review program rules undertaken by the EQB since 2003. The
amendments made in the first phase went into effectin October 2006. The rule
amendments are presented in part V of the document along with the SONAR information
specific to each. Preliminary to part V are sections providing SONAR information about
the rule amendments in general.

A. Environmental Review Program Rules

The Minnesota Environmental Review Program, established by the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act of1973,has been in existence since 1974. The program
operates under rules adopted by the EnvironmentalQua1ity Board, which are binding
upon all state agencies and political subdivisions of the state. The rules contain three
basic parts: the procedures and standards for review under this program; listings of types
ofprojects either for which review is mandatory or which are exempted entirely from
review under this program; and procedures and standards by which a unit of government
may conduct discretionary environmental review. Mandatory review can either be in the
form of an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) or an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). The lists of types ofprojects subjectto those requirements are generally
referred to as the "mandatory categories." The lists of exempt projects are referred to as .
"exemptions categories" or sometimes just "exemptions." The list of mandatory EAWs
is found at Minnesota Rules, part 4410.4300, mandatory EISs, at 4410.4400, and
exemptions, at 4410.4600.
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B. Development of proposed amendments; public comment

In February 2005 the EQB published a Request for Comments on possible amendments
at approximately 50 subparts ofthe environmental review program rules in chapter 4410.
After reviewing comments, the Board decided to divide the possible amendments into
two groups: those that could be made ready for rulemakipg in the short tenn and those
which would take longer to develop. The Board chose to move forward with rulemaking
on the first group in what was referred to as the "phas~ 1" amendment process, while
deferring ruleinaking on the other group until a later "phase 2" rulemaking process. . The
"phase I" amendments went into effect at the end of October 2006. This rulemakingis
the "phase 2" process. The amendments proposed at this time include several new ideas
for amendments that were not listed among the 50 amendments in the original, February
2005 Request for Comments. Several important developments occurred during the
intervening months that created the need for additional developments, including two
major court decisions affectingthe program. The current rulemaking also includes
several amendments that were withdrawn during the phase 1 rulemaking.

The EQB officially started the phase 2 rulemaking by publishing and distributing a
Request for Comments specific to the amendments proposed in this rulemaking phase on
August 14,2006. Comments were accepted through October 16,2006. A Supplemental
Request for, Comments was published on December 11, 2006 indicating that several
additional potential rule amendments had come to the EQB's attention through coinments
on the original Request for Comments or because ofnew developments. Comments were
received on the Supplemental request through January 31, 2007. An additional Request
for Comments was published on June 18,2007, with comments received through July16,
2007, due to legislative action in the 2007 session that required the EQB to adopt a rule
requiring an EIS for the release of genetically engineered wildrice. For sake of
rulemaking economy, that amendment has been combined into the phase 2 rulemaking
effort. .

Two of the most significant proposed revisions were put out for infonnal public
comments between the Request for Comments and the notice of the draft rules. These
amendments were the creation ofncw mandatory EAW and EIS categories for projects in
shore1ands and revisions to the treatment of cumulative impacts orcumulative potential
effects throughout the rules. For the shoreland categories, a revised proposal developed
in response to comments on. the Request for Comments was distributed to known
interested parties, noticed in the EQB Monitor, and posted at the EQB website on May 7,
2007. A discussion paper outlining possible optional approaches to issues over
cumulative impacts and was also distributed and noticed in the same manner and at the
same time. Comments were'accepted on both topics through June 25,2007. The Board
reviewed draft proposed amendments and SONARmaterial, as well as the infonnal
comm~nts that had been received by June 25, and authorized rulemakingat its July 19,
2007 meeting.
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C. Alternative Format

Upon request, this Statement ofNeed and Reasonableness can be made available in an
alternative format; such as large print, Braille, or cassette tap.e. To make a request,
contact the EQB secretary, at Environmental Quality Board, 300 Centennial Building,
658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, MN 55155; telephone: 651/201:-2464; fax: 651/296-3698.
TTY users may call the Department of Administration at 800-627-3529.

II. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

The Board's statUtory authorityto adopt the rule amendments is given in the
Environmental Policy Act, Minn. Stat. 116D.04, subds. 2a(a),Aa & 5a and 116D.045,
subd. 1..Under these provisions, the Board has the necessary statutory authority to adopt
the proposed rules amendments. In addition, one proposed amendment, the creation of a
mandatory EIS category for release of genetically engineered wild rice is required by
Minnesota Laws, 2007, chapter 57, article1, section 140. .

III. COMPLIANCE WITH VARIOUS
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

A. Regulatory analysis of factors required byMinnesota Statutes, section 14.131
Minnesota Statutes, section 14.131, sets out six factors for a regulatory analysis that must
be included in the SONAR. Paragraphs (1) through (6) below quote these factors and
then give the EQB's response.

(1) a description of the classes of persons who probably will be affected by the
proposed rule, including classes that will bear the costs of the proposed rule and
classes that will benefit from the proposed rule.
As with the existing rules, the proposed amendments will affect primarily persons who
propose to develop projects that have, or may have, potential for significant
environmental effects. The greatest i:rppacts would occur to those proposers whose
projects would require an EAW or EIS under the proposed rules but not under the current
rules. These would be proposers ofprojects located in shore1and areas affected by the
proposed mandatory EAW categories at part 4410.4300, subparts 12, item C, 19a, 20a,
and 36a and EIS categories at part 4410.4400, subparts 9, iteme, 14a, 26, 27, and 28.
The types of shoreland area projects iiwolved would be nonmetallic mining, residential
developments, resorts, RVparks, and campgrounds and other projects disturbing certain
amounts of shoreland. The amendments would also affect proposers ofproj ects
involving the release of genetically engineered wild rice into the environment.

One of the proposed amendments may make review under the rules more rigorous in
some cases, which may have an effect upon some proposers in terms of time and cost.
That amendment is the proposed new subpart 5a within the Alternative Urban Areawide
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Review (AUAR) process at part 4410-.3610. The added procedures proposed at part
4410.3610, subp. 5a, would add additional scenarios to the analysis in some AUARs, the
costs of which would accrue in most cases to the proposer of the project that necessitated
the additional procedures of subpart 5a. These would be proposers of projects which·
either meet mandatory EIS criteria or are otherwise of substantial size.

The various amendments to rule provisions concerning cumulative potential effects may
appear on the surface to require additional review or more rigorous review, but in
actuality are merely adding explicit language to the rules that corresponds to
requirements that now existunder the current rules, as interpreted by the Minnesota
Supreme Court, or to long-standing practice. In section N, under the discussion of the
proposed amendments to parts 4410.0200, subpart 11 a, and 4410.1700, the SONAR
describes the how the Minriesota SupremeCourt has interpreted tIle existing rules in
terms of the obligation of an RGU to take into·account "cumulative potential effects" in
detennining if an EIS is required. The rule amendments proposed at those parts are
intended to explicitly work the directive given by the court into the rule la,nguage itself to
make the rule much clearer about what an RGU must do. The EQB is not trying to .
impose any requirements beyond those that already exist according to the Minnesota
Supreme Court. As for the amendments regarding addressing cumulative potential
effects in EAWs (4410.1200), EISs(4410.2300, H) and AUARs (4410.3610, subp. 4), the
language being added would merely explicitly state what has been the EQB's guidance
and RGUs' common praCtice, for many years. Although none of the rules cited now
mentions cumulative potential effects (or cumulative impacts), EAWs, EISs, and AUARs
routinely address such impacts (if often incompletely). EQB's guidance and forms for
EAWsand AUARs explicitly call for treating cumulative-type effects, and to the
knowledge ofEQB staff, no one has ever challenged the need to address such impacts
despite the fact that the rule language does not now mention them explicitly. Thus none
ofthese amendmentsconceming cumulative-type effects would actually add any
additional burdens on proposers or RGUs; they would merely state those obligations
more clearly in the rule language itself.

Otherwise, the amendments proposed are expected either to have no affect or to make the
rule processes more efficient by eliminating confusion and disputes about interpretation.
This would apply to the amendments at: 4410.0200, subp. 81,4410.1100, subps 2 & 5,
4410.3100, subp. 2a, 4410.3610, subp. 2, and 4410.4600, subps. 1 & 26. All of these
amendments are intended to make the rule language correspond more closely with the
existing interpretation or application of the rules, and as such, would not change the
meaning of the rules from its current interpretation. As with the current rules, the
beneficiaries are expected to be project proposers, units of government and the general
public.

(2) the probable costs to the agency and to any other agency of the implementation
and enforcement of the proposed rule and any anticipated effect on state revenues.
As the proposed RGU for any EISs on releases of genetically engineered wild rice, the
EQB would incur significant costs during EIS scoping and preparation,-but would be
authori~ed to charge those costs to the project proposer under parts 4410.6000 to
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4410.6500. The only other costs that the EQB will incur in the implementation ofthe
rules will be for the costs of time and materials for updating guidance materials to
incorporate the rule amendments. These costs will be minimal.

Counties and cities with developable shoreland will experience additional costs for
review under the various proposed new mandatory EAWand EIS categories for projects
in shoreland areas. In many cases they are expected to pass all ofmost of those added
costs on to the proposers of the projects undergoing review. In the case of any EISs, cost,

,charge-back would be authorized by parts 4410.6000 to 4410.6500. Although MEPA is
silent about cost recovery for EAW preparation, local units have alJthority under their
enabling statutes to charge fees for such costs, and many of them already routinely do'
that. Other local units that to date have not adopted such ordinances may choose to do so
ifthey affected by the proposed new shore1and project categories. Aqditional information
about the added costs likely to be created by the EAWand EIS category amendments is
presented in section lILA (5) below.

The only other amendment likely to result in increased costs is that at part 3610, subp. Sa,
which would add additional scenarios to the analysis in some Alternative Urban
Areawide Reviews. The costs ofthe additional review would likely be borne by the
proposer of the large project(s) within the AUAR area that resulted in the need for the
additional scenarios.

None of the amendments proposed would be expected tO,have an effect on state revenues.
The only revenues raised would be for the direct reimbursement of state agency costs for
EIS preparation.

(3) a determination of whether there are less costly methods or less intrusive
methods for achieving the purpose of the proposed rule, and ,
(4) a description of any alternative methods for achieving the purpose of the
proposed rule that were seriously cQnsidered by the agency and the reasons why
they were rejected in favor of the proposed rule.
Because of the overlap between these two factors as they relate to this rulemaking,
factors #3 & #4 are discussed jointly in this section. Most of the proposed amendments
are considered by the EQB to be clarifications of the rules as they now stand (and as
interpreted by the Minnesota Supreme Court with respect to treatment of cumulative
potential effects). As such, these amendments impose no additional costs or intrusions~
and hence there are no less costly or intrusive alternatives possible.

Forthe rule amendments that impose additional requirements, the EQB did consider
alternative approaches. Regarding the two proposed revisions in the Alternative Urban
Areawide Review (AUAR) process, at part 4410.3610, subparts 2 & 5a, the original
amendment concepts (considered in the earlier Phase 1 amendmentprocess in 2005 and
2006) were to prohibit removing a project from an AUAR once started and to prohibit the
use of the AUAR process to review a specific deve1opmentproject. In view ofpubl'ic
comments received in opposition to these, proposed prohibitions, the EQB instead
deve10ged and opted for the additional procedural requirements expressed in these two
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subparts. The amendments being pursued avoid the original outright prohibitions and
instead seek to re~olve the perceived problems in the existing rules through some
additional opportunities for public input into the review. The steps that are proposed to
be added are no more than the minimum needed to accomplish the purpose. '

The EQB also explicitly considered several optional ways to amend the rule provisions
regarding how to treat cumulative-type impacts. The EQB staff developed several
optional approaches to amending the rules with respect to cumulative potential effects or
cumulative impacts in light of a 2006 Minnesota Supreme Court decision (which is
discussed in section IV of the SONAR). These optipns were discussed with the Board in
April 2007 and a memorandum describing them was distributed to known interested
parties (and made ,available at the EQB website and noticed in theEQB Monitor with an
opportunity to fife written comments through June 25, 2007). A copy ofthat
memorandum is attached as Attachment 1. ' .

The EQB originally proposed a set of mandatory EAW & EIS categories for projects in
shoreland that was very different from the one in the proposed rules. That proposal,
described in the August 2006 Request for Comments, was considerably lengthier and
more complicated. It contained 48 different EAW thresholds and 26 different EIS
thresholds, whereas the proposed rule amendments include 12 EAWand 6 EIS
thresholds. The original proposal was modified to the'present form due to concerns from
local governments that the rules would be tod complicated to successfully administer.
Thus, the proposed rules represent a less intrusive and less costly setofthresholds for
local units to implement than the original proposal·considered. Further details about the
development of the proposed shoreland categories is contained in section IV.

(5) the probable costs of complying with the proposed rule, including the portion of
the total costs that will be borne by identifiable categories of affected parties, such
as separate classes of governmental units, businesses, or individuals.
The primary cost increases that would be caused by the proposed amendments are the
costs attributable to an increase in the numbers ofEAWs and EISs done because ofthe
newly created mandatory EAW and EIS categories for projects in shore1ands at part
4410.4300, subparts 12, item C, 19a, 20a, and 36a and part 4410.4400, subparts 9, item
C, 14a, 26, 27, and 28. The additional costs would be expected to be borne primarily by
the proposers of the projects in question. Some local RGUs may also experience
increased costs if they have not and do not adopt ordinance provisions allowing them to
charge their costs for preparing EAWsand EISs on to the project proposers. The cost of
an individual EAW usually ranges from less than $1,000 to perhaps $15,000, with
probably $5,000 to $10,000 being typical for shoreland projects, depending on how much
data must be gathered and the extent of the issues involved.

In order to make estimates ofthe new costs to be imposed by the creation of the new
:EAW & EIS mandatory categories, the EQB sent a survey to counties and to 57 cities
with extensive shoreland areas to obtain data on the characteristics ofprojects in
shorelandsover the past decade. A copy of the survey is attached as Attachment 2. The
survey.was focused primarily on residential projects because that type ofproject is
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known to be the most common type ofprojectinshorelands, and therefore the type for
which the proposed thresholds might create large numbers ofadditional required reviews,
as well as the type ofprojects for which local units would be most likely to have
substantial information.. In terms ofthe mandatory categories being proposed, the survey
directly obtained data relating to the following rule subparts and items: 4410.4300, .
subparts 19a, iteJUs A, B, C and D; and subpart 36a, item C; and4410.4400, subpart 14a,
items A & B; and subpart 27. The survey did not' directly address the proposed new
categories for nonmetallic mineral mining; resorts, RV parks and campgrounds; and
projects altering large amounts of shoreline or'the shore impact zone (at 4410.4300,
subpart 12, item C; and subpart20a; and 4410.4400, subpart9, item C; and subpart 26).

Thirty-one ofthe 87 counties returned the survey. 1.'en cities returned the survey;
although this is not a high-percentage response it does include several fast-growing metro
area suburbs and several cities in Greater Minnesota~ The EQB staff examined the data
obtained in two ways. The first was by aggregating (or pooling) the data to get statewide
profiles of the nature and sizes of shoreland developments relating to the proposed new
mandatory categories. The second was to examine the reports from each local unit to
determine how often the proposed new categories would likely require any given unit to
prepare EAWs & EISs.

The first analysis done was to pool the data from all responders for "ordinary" residential
development (i.e., not including the access lot and resort conversions categories) by type
(based on the classes of residential development used in the mandatory categories) and.
size class to obtain a statewide frequency distnbution ofresidential projects according to
size over the last decade. Separate totals were made for "sensitive" shoreland areas and
nonsensitive shoreland areas. The frequency distributions are shown on Graph 1, which is
Attachment 3.

The graph reveals that the vast majority oftypical residential projects in both sensitive
and nonsensitive shorelands are very small-less than 10units. Because ofthis fact,
even the lowest proposed residential mandatory threshold (not counting access lots and
resort conversions) - which is 15 units for sensitive shorelands in certain cases- is
greater than the size ofthe vast majority ofresidential shoreland projects. This indicates
that the adoption of the residential thresholds proposed will not have a drastic effect in
terms of the nU11lbers ofnew EAW or EISs required, nor have a drastic overall impact in
terms of costs. Without the frequency distribution data, the EQB had been concerned that
perhaps the proposed thresholds would create an unmanageable number of additional
reviews for local units. The data demonstrate that that problem will not occur (unless the
thresholds were lowered to less than 10 units).

The second way is which the EQB staff analyzed the survey data was to tally the relative
frequencies ofnew EAWs that would result from each proposed residential category
covered by the survey. The following table gives the total number of additional EAWs
that would have been required by each new mandatory category threshold in all local
units over the entire ten-year record (if the p1'Oposed new category thresholds had been in
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place). For most of the categones the data are separated according to projects in
"sensitive" and "nonsens\tive" shoreland as well as the total.

(0/7)
(1/2)

Proposed category subpart & item #
19a, A Total (sensitive/nonsensitive)
19a, B Total (sensitive/ nonsensitive)
19a, C Total

. 19a, D Total (sensitive/ nonsensitive)
36a, C Total (sensitive/ nonsensitive)

#proiectsreported over threshold
·77 (41/36)

8 (3/5)
11
7
3

The data in the table reveal that the great majority of additional EAWs likely to be caused
. ifthe proposed categories are adopted would be dueto the thresholds at subpart 19a, item·

A, which would apply to residential projects that contain less than 50% open space or are .
dense relative to the shoreland standards for single, unsewered lots. These types of
residential projects would have required nearly an order ofmagnitude more EAWs with
the new thresholds inplace than any of the other types ofproject categories, and about
the same number of EAWs would have been required for proj ects in sensitive arid
nonsensitive shoreland areas. Most likely, this reflects the fact that the majority of
residential shoreland projects are·conventional "lot-and-block" designs which would not
meet the 50% open space criterion.

The distribution of the additional EAW numbers in the table implies that the cost of the
proposed EAW categories will be borne most heavily by project proposers whose
shoteland projects use conventionallot-and-block designs. In contrast, few EAWs can be
expected to be required from proposers ofresort conversions or ofPUD/conservation
subdivision-type residential projects designed to preserve open space (19a, B), or due to
the inclusion of access lots in residential deve1opmen~s 19a, C). Except for resort
conversions (19a D), the data reveal that approximately the same number ofEAWs
would be required in sensitive and nonsensitive shoreland areas.

While the frequency distribution data provides comfort that the proposed categories will·
not create an unmanageable burden overall, it does not answer the question ofwhat the
probable cost ofthe new categories would be. A different analysis of the survey data is
needed for that. The survey results can be used to make estimates of the numbers of·
additional reviews and their costs that would be projected to result if the proposed
mandatory categories are adopted. The estimates will be done separately for counties and
cities..

Counties. First, an estimate of the total costs of the increased review must be estimated.
While the survey provided for responses back to 1997, many responders could only
supply data from the past few years. Thus, to make good estimates of the actual number
of EAWs per year it would be better to use only the last few years of record where the
data is more complete. Thus, for this estimate the data from 2004, 2005 & 2006 only was
be used. The compiled data for 2004-2006 for each proposed category for which data is
available from the county survey responses is shown in the following table:

, .
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Proposed category subpart & item #
19a, A
19a, B
19a, C
19a,D
36a
Total

# projects over threshold ,2004-6
39
4
4
7
Jl
54

Since the data comes from 3 years oftecord, to get an annual estimate the numbers would
be divided.by 3; however, since the data came from 31 of all 87 countie's to extrapolate
from the sampleto the whole state, the numbers would be multiplied by approximately 3.
Since those two calculations would cancel eachother out, the nUrtlbers in the above table
are already approximate yearly estimates of the total number of additional EAWs likely'
to be required to be done by counties due to each of the listed proposed. shoreland
categories, ifadopted.

The total of 54 EAWs per year would represent an increase in total numbers ofEAWs
prepared per year of approximately Y-! to 1/3, since typically 150-200 EAWs are currently
prepared each year statewide for all reasons. These estimates do not account for the
possibility that some projects will be scaled-back or redesigned to avoid the need for an
EAW; suchan effect is known to occur based on past experience with existing EAW
categories, although its magnitude cannot be quantitatively estimated. In the case of
shoreland projects, the existence oflower EAW thresholds for higher density projects
might cause some developers to redesign conventionallot-and-block developments as
conservation subdivisions, for instance. As noted above, the costs·ofthe additional
EAWs most likely will fall heaviest on proposers ofconventional lot-and-block-type
subdivisions.

Cities. A similar methodology can be used for the city data, except that since most of the
ten cities had records back to 1997, all ten years of record can be used for the city
estimates.

Proposed category subpart & item #
19a, A .
19a, B
19a, C
19a,D
36a
Total

# projects over threshold 1997-2006
39 .
5
o
1

J...
46

To convert these numbers into estimated yearly projections for EAWs they need to be
divided by 10 (for ten years of record) andmultiplied by an appropriate factor to adjust
the results to represent all cities, not just those which returned the survey (57/10 (= 5.7).

. This giyes an estimate for cities of (46/1 0 X 5.7 = ) 26 EAWs per year, or about Yi ofthe
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number estimated for counties. Again, the heaviest burden would likely fall on
proposers of conventionallot-and-block subdivisions.· .

To get the overall estimated costs ofthe proposed new categories, the above numbers can
be multiplied by the estimated costrange for typical EAWs. To get a low-end cost, the
price of an EAW is assumed to be $5,000. A high-end estimate will use double that cost
per EAW, $10,000.

Low estimate FIigh.estimate
Counties 54EAWs $270,000 $540,000
Cities 26EAWs $130,000 $260,000

Total 81 EAWs $400,000 $800,000

As noted above, these monetary costs ofpreparing additional EAWs will fall largely
upon the proposers ofthe projects because theRGUs will pass their costs on to the
proposers.FIowthe costs would be allocated among project proposers would depend on
how many projects a given developer would do. The EQB staff has no specific
information about the number ofprojects per proposer. FIowever; anecdotal information
indicates that there are many persons and companies involved in lakeshore development.
Since the total number ofEAWs is projected to be less than 100, it seems very unlikely
that any given developer would ever do more than 10 projects requiring an EAW in a
given year. Thus, an outside estimate of any proposers additional costs would be 10
projects X ($5,000'-10,000)/ project = $50,000 to $100,000 per year due to the new
categories. The EQB would expect that the vast majority ofproposers would only have
at most one or two projects that would require an EAWin a given year, leading to a cost
of $5,000 to $20,000 for most proposers whose projects areaffected at all. As noted
earlier, the vast majority of shoreland residential projects are smaller than even the lowest
proposed threshold. Also as noted previously, these costs are most likely to fall upon
developers of conventionallot-and-block developm·ents; proposers could lower the
additional costs of environmental review by designing more conservation subdivisions or
PUDs that contain more open space and avoid high densities oflots or units. Some
projects can be designed to be totally exempted from environmental review pursuant to
the proposed exemption category at part 4410.4600, subpart 12, item B.

The above estimates were derived from statewide compilations of the survey data. They
do not directly address the question ofwhether - even though the "average" impact on
RGUs will not be severe - might the categories impose an undue burden to prepare·
EAWs or EISs on specificRGUs? This is an important question to address because
shorelands are not uniformly distributed around the state, and some areas are
experiencing much more growth than others.

To address that question the EQB staff examined each returned survey to determine how
many new EAWs or EISs would have been required in any given calendar year for that
RGU ifthe proposed thresholds had already been in effect (assuming the same projects as .
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reported would have been applied for). This analysis showed that out of all the county
and city responses:

• Eight times a single RGU would have needed to prepare two or three
EAWs in a given- year due to anyone of the proposed categories..

• Once an RGU would have had to prepare 5 EAWs due to asingle category
in the same year and twice an RGU would have had to prepare 4 EAWs
due to a single category· .

• Twice an RGU would have been required to prepare 6 EAWs in a single
. year due to all the categories combined. .

The "worst-case" situation revealed by the data is that twice an RGU would have had to
prepare six EAW& in a one year due to the proposed categories as a whole. The specific.
RGUs in those tWo cases happened tobe the City ofMaple Grove and Sherburne County.
Both Maple Grove and Sherburne County have a fair number of lakes, are experiencing
rapid growth and have a recent history ofpreparing many EAWs. Thus, it is reasonable
to assume that the effect of the proposed categories would have in the case of those two
local units represents the high end of the spectrum of what would result ifthe proposed
categories are adopted. Few RGUs would likely ever be in the position of needing to
prepare a similar number ofEAWs per year, and those that would are likely to have the
resources and experience to be able to handle the effort needed.

The surveys sent to counties and cities did not include questions about the frequencies of
resorts (other than resort conversions), RVparks, and campgrounds for reasons explained
earlier. We know from past experience, however, that there are many fewer of these
kinds ofprojects overall than residential projects. Based on that fact, and the above
analysis of residential proj ects likely due to the proposed categories it can be concluded
that only a few EAWs will result. each year from the new category proposed as subpart
20a, and any given RGU is unlikely to need to prepare more than one EAW per year at
the most.

The survey requested data on projects ofthe type covered by proposed new category part
4410.4300, subpart 36a, item C. Among all the county and city returns, there was only
one case where a past project would have required an EAW due to this proposed
category. (Interestingly, however, two projects would have been large enough to have
required preparation of a mandatory EIS due to the corresponding new category at
4410.4400, subpart 27.) It is 'not possible to make any quantitative estimates of the
numbers or costs of review that might be due to the other two items in subpart 36a,
dealing with shoreline and shore impact zone alterations because those categories use
threshold parameters for which no past data would be available. In view ofthe fact that
none of the proposed thresholds for which estimates could be made 'show any drastic
impacts, the EQB would be surprised if any resulted from these proposed categories.

EIS costs. With one exception, the above discussion of numbers and costs of new
reviews has not addressed EISs.EISs in general are much rarer than EAWs; while 150 to
200 EAWs may be done in a typical year, usually fewer than ten to fifteen EISs are done.
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The county and city survey data show the following numbers ofprojects by proposed
category that would have exceeded the proposed EIS thresholds:

Subpart 14a, item A
Subpart 14a, item B .
Subpart 27

Total

Cities
19
2
2

23

Counties
4
4

8

Extrapolating these data statewide on an annual basis using the samemethodology as was .
done above for the EAW cost estimates yields these results: counties: 8 EISs/I0 years X
3 = 2.4 EISs; cities: 23 EISs/I0 years X 6 = 14EISs for cities; and a combined total of
16.4 per year. If this projection turns out to be accurate, the proposed mandatory EIS
categories for shoreland projects could approximately double the number ofEISs done
per year.

However, the EQB would expect these nunibersto be an overestimate of what would
actually occur if the proposed EIS thresholds are adopted. The data in the above table
indicate that 19 ofthe 31 cases where projects would have been over the proposed EIS
thresholds were projects in cities to which the thresholds for "denser" projects as
proposed at subpart 14a, item A apply. It is likely that many ofthose projects could have
been designed to preserve more open space or with a lesser unit density, in which case
the higher thresholds of item B would have applied instead.

The costs of these EISs would fall to the project proposers because of the charge-back
provisions ofMEPA. EIS costs vary greatly depending on the nature and complexity of
the projects. For the types of projects that would require EISs due to the proposed
shoreland categories, an EIS would likely cost from $100,000 to $250,000. Using this
cost range and the statewide projections calculated above, the total annual costs ofEISs
due to the mandatory categories would range from $1,640,000 to $4,100,000.

Other than the new shoreland project EAW & EIS categories; the only proposed
amendment likely to cause cost increases is the added process at part 4410.3610, subp.
Sa, which would add additional scenarios to the analysis in some Alternative Urban
Areawide Reviews. The·cost 'of this additional analysis is estimated to range from
$10,000 to $20,000 in any given AUAR. These costs would be no greater than would
have been experienced ifthe projects had been reviewed through the EIS procedures.
The costs ofwhich would accrue in most cases to the proposer of the project that
necessitated the additional procedures of subpart Sa.

(6) the probable costs or consequences of NOT adopting the proposed rule,
including those costs or consequences borne by identifiable categories of affected
parties, such as separate classes of governmentunits, businesses, or individuals.
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Shoreline property owners, local governments,and taxpayers benefit economically as a
result ofthe amenities that good shoreland m'anagement preserves: clean water, fish arid
wildlife, and natural b~auty. The DNR has assembled many facts in the document "An
Assessment and Rationale for the Alternative Shoreland Management Standards" (June,
2006) (available at the DNR's website at: http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/

, watermgmt section/shoreland/ALT6120 Companion Report.pdf) relating to the
economic benefits from preserving lake and shoreland quality. To the ,extent that the
proposed rules will assist in preserving such qualities, failure to adopt the proposed
shoreland categories would result in costs due to the loss of some of the benefits
represented. However, no way is known to quantify the magnitude of the loss that would
be associated with failure to adopt the categories.

If the proposed rule amendments are not adopted, the costs and consequences can be
grouped into four categories: (1) those due to inefficiencies caused by confusion or
misinterpretation ofprovisions that would be clarified if the amendments were adopted;
(2) those due to foregoing improved effectiveness ofthe program due to not adopting
certain amendments; (3) those due to the need to process citizen petitions for some
projects in shore1ands that would automatically require review or be exempt from review
if theproposed new mandatory and exemption categories were adopted; and (4) those due
to not correcting the error made by the Court ofAppeals regarding how the designated
AUAR boundary relates to the geographic scope of technical analyses in the AUAR.

Confusion over the meanings ofrules and misinterpretations ofrules lead to a waste of
resources and associated 'costs, although it is not possible for the EQB to make a
meaningful estimate of the costs that would result if the various ambiguities and unclear
rule provisions are not corrected through these amendments. This would apply mostly if
the amendments clarifying how to treat cumulative-type impacts were not adopted.
Although the EQB could amend its guidance to direct RGUs and others to follow the
directives given in the decision of the Minnesota Supreme Court, it is the experience of
the EQB staff that many people rely primarily on the rules themselves for basic
information about how to proceed. Thus, if the rules are not amended to correspond in
wording to the interpretation of the Minnesota Supreme Court, the present situation in
which the apparent meaning of the rules is not sufficient to convey what the court has
given as the interpretation will persist, and will tend to mislead, or at least confuse, some
proposers and RGUs.

Regarding the costs or consequences Of foregoing improved effectiveness of the program
due to not adopting these amendments, the area of the rules where the greatest

"improvements in effectiveness lie is the changes to the AUAR process at part 4410.3610,
subparts 2 and 5a. Without the additional procedures proposed, the potential w,ill
continue to exist for certain projects to avoid review of their environmental consequences
according to accepted state standards. This has the potential for projects to be approved
without a complete understanding oftheir environmental consequences. It also has the
potential to contribute to lawsuits over incomplete review of certain projects with the
accompanying time delays and associated costs. There has already been one lawsuit over
an AUM where one of the basic issues was whether sufficient altemativesto a specific
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project were analyzed in the AUAR, the issue. that the proposed new subpart 5a
procedures are intended to address.

Citizen petitions on shoreland projects are very common. Perhaps half of the 50 to 60
petitions filed anriually are on residential projects in lakeshores. Some ofthese petitions
would be rendered unnecessary if the proposed new mandatory EAW & EIS and·
Exemption categories are adopted.. This will save 'citizens the trouble ofpreparing and
filing petitions and local RGUs the time and resources to process them and decide on the
need for an EAW. Since many lakeshore project petitions are quite contentious,avoiding
the debate over whether or not an EAW should be done can benefit everyone, even the
project proposer (especially proposers whose projects fit the proposed exemption
category at part 4410.4600, subpart 12, item B). These benefits would be foregone ifthe
mandatory categories are not adopted.

As explained in section IV regarding the proposed amendments at part 4410.3610,
subpart 5, item A, the EQB believes that a fundamental"error was made by the Court of
Appeals when it declared that an AUAR analysis does not need to consider impacts or
sources of impacts outside ofthe designated AllAR boundary. Ifthat error is not
corrected through this rulemaking, a basis for incomplete and ineffective review and
mitigation of some impacts in all future AUARs will continue to exist.

(7) an assessment of any differences between the proposed rule and existing federal
regulations and a specific analysis of the need for and reasonableness of each
difference.
It is possible for a given project to require review ofits environmental impacts under
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act as well as the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act. The federal process prescribes environmental documents
similar to state EAWsand EISs and uses processes similar in general outline although
different in details to the Minnesota process under chapter 4410. Almost always, it is
public projects such as highways, water resources projects, or wastewater collection and
treatment that require such dual review. In the few cases where dual review is needed,
specific provisions in the Environmental Review rules provide for joint state-federal
review with one set of environmental documents to avoid duplication of effort. These
provisions are: part 4410.1300, which provides that a federal Environmental Assessment
document can be directly substituted for a state EAW document and part 4410.3900,
which provides for joint state 'and federal review in general. Neither of theseprovisions
will be affected by the proposed amendments..

There is one specific area of these proposed amendments that would perpetuate a
difference between state and federal review processes. This difference is in the
terminology used for cumulative-type impacts. The federal NEPA process uses the term
"cumulative impacts" while the proposed amendments would use the term "cumulative.
potential effects." Further, the definition proposed for cumulative potential effects is not
identical the federal definition of cumulative impacts. The state's proposed definition
modifies the federal wording to explicitly take into account the decision of the Minnesota
Suprewe Court in a recent case} discussed elsewhere in the SONAR.
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ill almost all cases, the differences between the state and federal specifications for
cumulative-type will'have no effect at all on the review. Almost all reviews under
chapter 4410 are exclusively state reviews with no federa1 involvement. Thus, there is no
reason why the differences would even be noticed. The rare cases where there could be
an effect would be the few joint state-federal reviews that are don~. ill those few cases,
there would be a·need to be aware of and deal with the differences in definitions in the
terms. Fortunately, joint state-federalreviews are almost always done by experienced
consultants and state arid federal agency employees who are capable of dealing with
complex governmental regulations. Therefore, the differences in terminology that the
rule amendments may create would not be expected to create significant problems.

B. Other SONAR Content Required by Statute

1. Performance-based rules
Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.002 and 14.131, require that the SONAR describe how
the agency, in developing the rules, considered and implemented performance-based
standards tl~at emphasize superior achievement in meeting the agency's regulatory
obj ectives and maximum flexibility for the regulated party and the agency in meeting
those goals.

The goal of the environmental review program is to obtainuseful information about
potential environmental effects ofproposed projects and how they can be avoided or
mitigated. The structure of the rules promotes flexibility for units of government in
obtaining this information. The rules specify the types of information that are needed,
but the Responsible Governmental Unit chooses how itwill obtain the information.

Except for a very few of the proposed amendments, the present rulemaking does not
substantially affect the procedures ofEnvironmental Review, but rather either makes
minor adjustments in the procedures or alters the thresholds at which review is required.
And for those few amendments that do alter the procedures in a substantial way
(amendments to the AUAR process at part 4410.3610) the additional procedures involve'
only a basic public notice, review and comment process. Consequently, this rulemaking
does not substantially alter th~ procedural flexibility of the rules.

2. Additional Notice
Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.131 and 14.23, require that the SONAR contain a
description ofthe agency's efforts to provide additional notice to persons who may be
affected by the proposed rules or explain why these efforts were not made. The EQB is
using the following elements to provide additional notice in this rulemaking:

III Posting on the EQB Website. The rulemaking notices; the proposed rule
amendments, and the SONAR will be posted at th~ EQBwebsite.

III Publication of the rulemaking information in the EQB Monitor. The Monitor is a
.bi-weekly electronic publication of the EQB concerning events in the
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environmental review program and is routinely examined by many persons and
organizations with 'a potential interest in environmental review activities.

• Press Release to Major Circulation Newspapers. We will send a press release
about the rulemaking to newspapers throughout the state.

• Mailed or'emailed notice to persons who have previously expressed interest or
who are known to likely be interested in the major rule amendments: mandatory
categories for projects in shordands; amendments to the treatment of cumulative
potential effects; and EIS requirement for releases' of genetically-engineered wild
rice; most of these persons have previously contactedEQB in response to the·
Requests for Comments issued.

Our Notice Plan also includes giving notice required by statute. We will mail the rules
and rulemaking notice to everyone who has registered to be on the EQB's rulemaking
mailing list under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.14, subdivision 1a. We will also give
notice to the Legislature per Minnesota Statutes, section 14.116.

3. Section 14.127 analysis; Agency Determination of Cost of Complying for
Small Business or Small City

Minnesota Statutes, section 14;127, requires the agency to determine if the cost of
complying with most proposed rules in the first year after the rules take effect will exceed
$25,000 for any small business or small city. A small business is defined as a business
(either for profit or nonprofit) with less than 50 full-time employees and a small city is
defined as a city with less than ten full-time employees. Although this analysis is not
required to be included in the SONAR, the EQB has chosen to put it here, as it is related
to the information provided under sections A5 and A6 above.

The EQB has determined that the cost of complying with the proposed rules in the first
year after the rules take effect will not exceed $25,000 for any small city but probably
would exceed $25,000 for one or more small businesses. As explained elsewhere, cities
can charge their environmental review costs to the project's proposer.

The type ofbusine~s for which the proposed rule amendments would have likely
financial implications would be shoreland real estate development companies. Probably
most or even all ofthat type of company would be expected to be a "small business" by
the definition used in this statute. Based on the analysis of section A(5) above, it can be
concluded that it is likely that:a number of additional EISs will be required ~ach year due
to the proposed mandatory EIS categories; a few might also result from the additional
EAWs that would be required due to the proposed mandatory EAW categories. Since the
cost of any EIS would be expected to be $100,000 or more, it is quite likely that this
rulemaking will result in costs greater than $25,000 toone or more small businesses in
the first year of implementation.
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IV. RULE-BY-RULE ANALYSIS
OF NEED AND REASONABLENESS

A. Introduction

Throughout this section, to distinguish the rule amendments from the explanation and
justification of the. amendments, the rules are indented. Amendments to the existing rules

. are shown by strikeout and underlining.. The rules are presented in the order that the
existing rulesnowappear in chapter 4410.

B. Amendments to definitions at part4410.0200:

1. Subp 9a..Common open space. "Common open space" means a portion
of a development permanently set aside to preserve elements of the natural
landscape for public or private use, which will not be developed or
subdivided and is either owned in common by the individual owners in the
development or by a permanently established management entity.
Common open space does not include the area within 25 feet ofany
structure, any impervious surface, or. the area between buildings within an
individual cluster ofbuildings when the development is designed using
clustered compact lots or clustered units or sites to create and preserve
green space, such as in a conservation subdivision, planned unit -1-
development, or resort..

This definition is needed because the term common open space is used as a threshold
factor in proposed new mandatory EAW categories at part 4410.4300, subparts 19a,& .
20a and EIS categories at part 4410.4400, subpart 14a. Whether or not certain projects
will require an EAW will depend in part upon whether the amount of common open
space on the parcel equals or exceeds 50%. Thus, it must be clear to the RGU what
qualifies as common open space. The existing shoreland rules, chapter 6120, do not have
a definition ofthis term, and experience shows that there can be disputes over whether
certain areas should be counted as common open space. To avoid such disputes, this
term needs to be defined.

This definition is based on a similar definition in "Minnesota's Alternative Shoreland
Management Standards" (December 12, 2005) developed through the work of the
Shoreland Standards Update Advisory Committee and available at the DNR Division of
Waters web site, http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt section/shoreland/
Alt6120 ·1212 2005.pdf. The key components of this definition are: (1) it includes
only areas permanently set aside to preserve green space; (2) the areas included must be
held in common ownership of some type; and (3)certain areas are specifically excluded
that might be claimed by some to be "open" but which do not preserve green space (such
as impervious surfaces) or are not in reality usable by all the owners (areas very close to
buildings and between nearby buildings).
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2. Subp.lla. Cumulative potential effects. "Cumulative potential effects"
means the effect on the environment that results from the incremental
effects ofthe project in addition to otherproiects in the environmentally
relevant area which might reasonably be expected to affect the same
environmental resources, including future projects actually planned or for
which a basis of expectation has been laid, regardless ofwhat person
undertakes the other projects or what jurisdictions have authority over the
projects. Significant cumulative potential effects can result from
individually minor projects taking place over a period oftime. ill

. analyzing the contributions ofpast projects to cumulative potential effects
it is sufficient to consider the current aggregate effects ofpast actions; itis
not required to list or analyze the impacts of individual past actions, unless
such information is necessary to describe the cumulative potential effects. .
ill determining if a basis of expectation has been laid for a project, an
RGU must determine whether a project is reasonably likely to occur and,
if so, whether sufficiently detailed information is available about the
project to contribute to the understanding of cumulative potential effects.
ill making these determinations, the RGU must consider: whether any
applications for permits have been filed with any units of government;
whether detailed plans and specifications have been prepared for the
project; whether future development is indicated by adopted
comprehensive plans or zoning or other ordinances; whether future
development is indicated by historic or forecasted trends; and any other
relevant factors .

.This new definition is part of the EQB's attempt in this rulemaking to clarify and correct
a number ofproblems that have existed for many years with how the environmental
review rules address (or fail to address) impacts of a cumulative nature that are due to
multiple projects, past, present and future, in addition to the project under review.
Various terms are in use for this type of effect: cumulative impact, cumulative effect, and
cumulative potential effect. The current environmental review rules define the term
"cumulative impact" (at 4410.0200, subpart 11) in a manner very similar to (and derived
from) the federal NEPA definition of the Council on Environmental Quality regulations

. (40 CFR section 1508.7). However, that term is used only once in the rules, in the
section on criteria for ordering a Generic EIS (4410.3800, subpart 5, itemG). The term is
never used in connection with' the review of specific projects. Surprisingly, the content
and procedural rules for preparing EAWs, EISs, and AUARs never mention cumulative
type analysis at all. The criteria for ordering anEIS after preparing an EAW at part
4410.1700, subpart.7, include a factor, item B, that reads "the cumulative potential effects
of related or anticipated future projects," however the term "cumulative potential effects"
is not defined.

For many years, the EQB staff considered the two terms used in the rules (cumulative
impaCts and cumulative potential effects) to be synonymous, and often also used the term
"cumulative effects" as having the same meaning. ill a recent case (Citizens Advocating
Respollsible Development vs. Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners and Duininck
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Brothers, Inc, 713 N.W.2d 817 (Minn. 2006), the EQB filed an amicus brief arguing that
the terms were synonymous. In its decision, however, the Minnesota Supreme Court
rejected the EQB's argument and found that "the cumulative potential effects of related
or anticipated future projects" was not equivalent to applying the definition of
"cumulative impacts." The Court distinguished between a broader scope ofreview
associated with the term "cumulative impacts" as it is used in conjunction with the
Generic EIS process, and a narrower focus associated with the term "cumulativepotential
effects" as used in conjunction with review of specific projects. For a project specific
EISneed determination, the court held that an RGU is required to consider specific
projects already planned or for which a basis of expectation has·been laid. The court also
held that for a project specific EIS need determination, a cumulative effects analysis is
limited geographically to projects in the surrounding area that might reasonably be
expected to affect the same natural resources. as the proposed project,suchas a nearby·
lake..

In the aftermath of the Minnesota Supreme Court's decision in CARD, the EQB is faced
with the question ofwhat to do about the terminology in the rules.. After discussing its
options at the April 2007 Board meeting, the EQB issued an informal request for

.comments to known interested parties (and also posted notice in the EQB Monitor and at
the EQB website) based on a memorandum titled "Proposals for Amending the
Environmental Review Rules Regarding 'Cumulative Impacts or Effects'" (Attachment
1.) The memorandum identified three options regarding the choice and definition of the
terms to be used in the rules. Option A was to leave the rules as they were and rely on
the Minnesota Supreme Court's opinion and EQB guidance for the correct interpretation
of the rules. Option B was to incorporate the Minnesota Supreme Court's interpretation
into the rule language, including adding a definition of"cumulative potential effects"
defined as in the Court's opinion. This option would also retain the existing definition of
"cumulative impacts," which would continue to apply only to Generic EISs. Option C
was to redefine "cumulative impacts" to have the meaning given by the Minnesota
Supreme Court to the term "cumulative potential effects," and to replace "cumulative
potential effects" with "cumulative impacts" throughout the rules. The chief advantages
noted for option C was that it would avoid confusion between two terms and align
Minnesota's terminology with that of the federal government and most other states that
have similar programs.

After reviewing the comments and analyiingthe implications of the three options, the
EQB has chosen Option B as the best course of action, and hence proposes to add a
definition of "cumulative potential effects" to the rules and to use that term throughout
the rules in reference to the review of specific proj ects. The definition of "cumulative
impacts" at 4410.0200, subpart 11 will be retained, but that term will onlybe used in
reference to Generic EISs. That usage will be consistent with the analysis provided by
the MinnesotaSupreme Court.

The EQB has determined that it is very important to preserve the distinction made by the
Minnesota Supreme Court between a broader scope of cumulative ana1ysis appropriate to
a GEI~ and a narrower scope appropriate to review of specific projects. If that is not
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preserved in this rulemaking, some might infer that theEQB intended to remove or
diminish the distinction found by the Court about the relative breadth ofreviews of
cumulative-type effects in a GElS and project-specific review documents. The EQB
believes that it is important not to establish any such presumption or implication because
it maintains that the distinction found by the Court is reasonable and it does not wish to
take any action that may be construed to weaken or diminish that distinction..

Some commenters who favored Option C asserted that some public confusion might
result from using two terms for cumulative-type analysis. However, interms of the
operation oftlie rules, having two definitions will not cause problems; Each definition
will have its own clear sphere of influence which will not overlap. Only the EQB can
order a GElS, and,hence only the EQB needs to apply the definition bf"cumulative
impacts." No otlier RGUs need worry about that term. In all other environmental review
situations, the operative term and- definition will be "cumulative potential effects" and
that term will have the meaning given it by the Minnesota Supreme Court.

There will be some infrequentsituations where a joint state-federal review may occur in
which cumulative-type effects analysis must be considered. The fact that Minnesota and
NEPA will use different terms with slightly different definitions will call for the affected
RGUs and their consultants to pay attention to these differences and make some

. adjustments, mostly in the way they describe things in the, environmental review
documents. This wi11likely be somewhat of an inconvenience, but it will be infrequent
and affect only a few RGUs and consultants, most of whom are relatively sophisticated in.

. environmental review and therefore capable of easily dealing with this small difference.

Quite a few commenters, especially business interests and the Association of Counties,
preferred Option A, which would have left the rules alone. The EQB did not choose
Option A because it felt obligated as a matter ofpublic policy to make the rules best
express the meaning given by the Minnesota Supreme Court. Persons involved in the
environmental review process should not need to study a somewhat complicated
Minnesota Supreme Court opinion to find instructions on how to deal with cumulative
type effects. Those instructions should be included in the rules.

The EQB can understand why many would be concerned that rule amendinents could
alter the meaning already given by the Court. However, the EQB believes that it can
incorporate the interpretation of the Court into the rules without distorting the meaning.

The proposed definition merges two sets of ideas. The "base" for the .de:fi.nition is the
existing definition of "cumulative impacts" which in tum was adapted (in 1982) from the
federal NEPA definition. To the base, the EQB proposes to add the guidance given by
the Minnesota Supreme Court in the CARD case about the geographic and temporal
limits on what other projects need to be taken into account in the review of specific
projects. The guidance limits:

II geographical scope to "projects in the surrounding area that might reasonably be
expected to affect the same environmental resources" and
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.. . temporal scope to "specific projects actually planned or for which a basIs of
expectation has been laid." .

The EQB proposes one revision to the "base" definition NEPA definition of cumulative
impacts. The EQB believes that the sentence "Cumulative potential effects can result
from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a period of
time" should be changed to "Significant cumulative potential effects can result from

,individually minor projects taking place over a period of time." EQB believes the
emphasis in the original sentence was misplaced: the point here is whether the individual
projects could result in cumulative potential effects; not whether these effects are
"collectively significant." The original sentence implies that all cumulative potential
effects are significant by definition which is not true.

The EQB also proposes adding the sentence "[i]n analyzing the contributions ofpast .
projects to cumulative potential effects it is sufficient to consider the current aggregate

.effects ofpast actions; it is not required to list or analyze the impacts ofindividual past
actions, unless such information is necessary to describe the cumulative potential
effects," to provide guidance about how to treat past projects that have contributed to a
significant cumulative potential effect to which the project under re,:iew!would also
contribute in environmental review analysis. This is one aspect of cumulative analysis
that has been historically troublesome, especially in the federal NEPA review process.
Specifically, the issue is whether the past projects must be.individually identified and
their contributions itemized, or whether the 'current situation' may be taken as the
aggregate sum of all past projects and used in lieu of any attempt to itemize past project
contributions. The sentence proposed to be added would provide that the latter course of
action, taking the existing conditions as the aggregate effect of everything past, is the
standard to be used in an EIS. The wording of the sentence has been adapted from
federal Council on Environmental Quality (the federal body that oversees NEPA)
guidanl?e issued on this question (memorandum from James L. Connaughton, Chairman,
CEQ, titled "Guidance of the consideration Ofpast actions in cumulative effects
analysis," June 24, 2005). The language does include a qualifier that provides that in a
case where there are good reasons why individual past projects should be considered in
the analysis, that is the proper procedure to follow. Otherwise, as the CEQ memorandum
states: "Generally, agencies can conduct an adequate cumulative effects analysis by
focusing on the current aggregate effects of past actions without delving into the
historical details of individuaf past actions."

The EQB proposes to make two changes in the geographic scope limits set by the
Minnesota Supreme Court. The first is to replace "natural resources" with
"environmental resources." The rationale for this change is that "environment" is a
defined term (at 4410.0200, subp. 23) and it includes historic and aesthetic resources as
well as "natural resources." It is not clear whether the Minnesota Supreme Court realized
that its wording might at least appear to exclude certain resources that come under the
EQB's definition of "environment."
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The second change proposed regarding the geographic scope of a cumulative potential
effects inquiry is to replace the phrase "surrounding area" with the phrase
"environmentally relevant area." The term "surrounding area" has no apparent link to the
c:umulative potential effects area and is therefore inappropriate and inadequate,
sometimes implying too limited a geographic scope and sometimes too great a scope.
This change is needed and reasonable because the cumulative potential effects analysis
must be linked to the area in which these effects occur.

Dsing the phrase "surrounding area" in the rule would frequently overly limit the extent
of the geographic area in which the RGD must consider cumulative potential effects.
One approach to a solution would be to try to define or describe "surrounding area" as a
flexible term whose size varies depending on the nature and inagnitude of the various
impacts from a project. This would likely be confusing to many people however, who
would not expect "surrounding area" to have a variable meaning. The EQB has chosen a
different approach, which is to substitute the different term, "enviromnentally relevant
area." This term better conveys the meaning that the EQB believes is necessary and
appropriate to the assessment of cumulative potential effects. This term conveys the
correct idea, thattheRGD must determine what therelevant geographic area is within
which to consider what other projects may also impact the same environmental resources.
The environmentally relevant area for most projects will likely vary by type of impact.
Some impacts are ofshort-range effect; others possibly have effects over a great distance.
Based on the nature and magnitude of each type of impact from the project, the RGD
should determine the environmentally relevant areathat is pertinent to each impact.

The EQB also proposes to include guidance to RGDs about what to consider when
addressing the question of whether a "basis of expectation has been laid" for a project in
the environmentally relevant area. This phrase was not defined by the Minnesota
Supreme Court. It will be helpful to RGDs to have additional guidance about the
meaning of this phrase. The EQB proposes a list of five factors that an RGD should
consider when making the determination ofwhether a "basis of expectation has been
laid" for a project in the environmentally relevant area. In assessing the expectation, an
RGD should consider the likelihood a project will occur and the sufficiency of
infomiation about it. The sufficiency of information is a reasonable factor to include
because an RGD should not be required to engage in speculation or to consider
hypothetical situations in analyzing cumulative potential effects'. It would not be
reasonable to include a project in an analysis ifno meaningful information would be
gained by doing so.

The first two factors relate to actions by a project's proposer that indicate an intention to
proceed with a project: applying for a permit or preparing detailed plans. These are
reasonable factors to consider because either the time or expense or both involved in
either of those actions would indicate intent by the proposer to proceed with a project.

The third and fourth factors also may provide an RGD the basis to define a reasonable
expectation for a project, even though the information about a project may be less
specifi9 in terms of ownership, design or timing. An adopted comprehensive plan or
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. . .

ordinance applicable to the environmentally relevant area may lay a basis of expectation
for a project when the plan or ordinance reflects a commi.I:pity's current and best .
judgment not only that development of a specific type is desired, but also that it is .
reasonably expected in the foreseeable future. A project may be reasonably viewed as
expected when iris indicated by a community's analysis ofhistonc trends ora specific
forecast and is described, even generally, in a plan or ordinance. For example, it would
be reasonable to define a residential development as an expected project in a community
along a major transportation corridor whose neighboring communities have experienced
residential development moving in its direction.

A key component in a finding that a basis of expectation has been laid for a project with
regard to these factors is some predictability of the nature and extent of a project's likely
environmental effects. Without this predictability it would be questionable whether a .
basis of expectation had been laid. In the example cited, however, that expectation can
reasonably said to occur in the case of residential development of a planned density. In
contrast, this may not be the case with other planned or zoned development, such as
industrial parks, where there may be little basis for predicting the type of development
and the environmental footprint it is likely to have.

Finally, an RGU should consider historic or forecasted development trends in
determining if a basis of expectation has been laid for a proj ect. Historic or forecasted
development trends may also provide sufficient specificity outside of a community's
comprehensive planning and zoning procedures to establish a basis of expectation. An
example would be the trends in shorelanddevelopment identified by state or local
planners that indicate a likelihood for future shoreland development. The environmental
implications of such development would be sufficiently well-defined for use in a
cumulative effects analysis.

The final factor in the list ("any other relevant factors") provides for the possibility that in
given circumstances there may be other factors, or combination of factors, that would
serve as indicators of the likelihood that a specific project will take place in the future or
of the sufficiency of information about the project. An example would be a situation
where the RGU knows that financing has been secured for the project.

3. Subp.55a. Ordinary high water level. "Ordinary high water level" has
the meaning given in part 6120.2500, subpart 11 [which is: "the boundary of
public waters and wetlands, and shall be an elevation delineating the highest
water level which has been maintained for a sufficient period of time to
leave evidence upon the landscape, commonly that point where the natural
vegetation changes from predoniinantly aquatic to predominantly terrestrial.
For watercourses, the ordinary high water level is the elevation of the top of
the bank of the channel. For reservoirs and flowages, the ordinaryhigh
water level is the operating elevation of the normal summer pooL"]
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This term is used in the proposed new exemption threshold for residential projects in
shorelands at 4410.4600, subp. 12, item B and in the definition of "shore impact zone".
The term is intended to be used as defined in the cited DNR rule, which deals with
shoreland management. It is reasonable for the definition in the environmental review
rules to be consistent with the definition in the shoreland rules because they address the
same topic.

4. Subp. 79b. Sensitive shoreland area. "Sensitive shoreland area" means
shoreland designated as a specialproteetion district pursuant to part
6120.3200 and shoreland riparian to any of the following types ofpublic

.waterS:
-. A. lakes or bays of lakes classified as natural environment pursuant to

part 6120.3000;
B. trout lakes and streams designated.pursuant to part 6264.0050;
C. wildlife lakes designated pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section

97A.001, subdivision 2;
D. migratory waterfowl feeding and resting lakes designated pursuant

to Minnesota Statutes, section 97A.095, subdivision 2; or .
E. outstanding resource value waters designated pursuant to part

7050.0180.

As explained in the SONAR materials justifying the proposed new mandatory categories
for projects inshorelands (parts 4410.4300 & 4410.4400), one of the key elements of
those categories is to' have lower thresholds for review in shorelands ofwaters that are
especially sensitive to disruption by development projects. Thus, a definition of
"sensitive shoreland area" is necessary and reasonable as part of this rulemaking.

The type of definition that has been selected is a list of types ofwaters whose shorelands
are biologically sensitive, and which have been recognized as such by other legal .
classifications. Only shorelands ofwater classes listed in the definition will be
considered as "sensitive."

The first type of designated shoreland area included under the definition is the "special
protection district" designated pursuant to DNR shbreland management rules. Criteria
for establishing these districts' include presence of: vulnerable or nutrient-susceptible
bays, areas adjacent to inlets and outlets, and areas with broad and extensive littoral zones
or wetland fringes. These. districts are established for two basic purposes. The first
purpose is to limit and properly manage development in areas that are generally
unsuitable for development or use due to flooding, erosion, limiting soil conditions, steep
slopes, or other major physical constraints. A second purpose is to manage and preserve
areas with special historical, natural, or biological characteristics. Special protection
lakes are unique sensitive water bodies such as shallow or land-locked lakes that support
or have supported significant aquatic plant, fish or wildlife populations. There are
numerous constraints to development, such as hydric soils or erodible land. Rare,
endangered, or special concern species may use the lake or surrounding shorelands.
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These lakes currently have low to moderate development, and they are especially
vulnerable to the consequences of development.

The second class of shorelands covered by the definition is lakes classified as "natural .
environment" by the DNR. These lakes often have extensive areas with less than 15 foot
water depth, and these healthy systems usually have abundant aquatic plant communities.
Because of their shallowness, these lakes are more vulnerable to water surface use. Boat
traffic on shallow lakes can result in an increase in phosphorus concentrations. This
phosphorus can then stimulate growth of attached or planktonic algae, thereby degrading
or eliminatirigimportant aquatic plant communities. In addition, boat traffic on shallow
lakes and in littoral areas can damage or destroy aquatic macrophytes.

Minnesota's trout lakes are important oligotrophic (low productivity) lakes designated by
the DNR. The addition ofpollutants, such as plant nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus,
which accompanies development can contribute to eutrophication, a particular problem in
oligotrophic lakes. Trout streams designated by the DNR require high water quality and
cool temperatures and are vulnerable to non-point sources ofpollution due to
development within their shore1ands and watersheds. "Outstanding resource value
waters" are designated by Pollution ControlAgency rules due to high water quality,
wilderness characteristics, unique scientific or ecological significance, exceptional
recreational value, ot other special qualities which warrant stringent protection from
pollution.

Designated wildlife and migratory waterfowl feeding and resting lakes across Minnesota
play an importan(ecological role for waterfowl. These lakes have an abundance of
aquatic plants and invertebrates, which makes them valuable to ducks and other wildlife.
However, these aquatic plant communities are vulnerable to shoreline activities. The few
remaining pockets of undeveloped shoreline, both in the prairie and forested areas of the
state, are under increased pressure for development. Given that realization, increased
environmental review could help the wise development of these significant natural
resources.

5. Subp.81. Sewered area. "Sewered area" means an area:
A. that is serviced by a wastewater treatment facility or a publicly oYllled,

operated, or supervised centralized septic system servicing the entire
development; or

[B unchanged.]

The importance ofthis definition is that it is used as a factor in the residential project
mandatory EAW and EIS categories (parts 4410.4300, subp. 19 & 4410.4400, subp. 14).
In those categories, a higher threshold applies to "sewered areas" than to unsewered
areas. The SONAR from the 1982 rulemaking when this term was introduced. indicates
that a centralized septic tank system serving the entirety of a project and owned by the
homeowners collectively was intended to be included in this definition. However, the
wording of the definition is ambiguous about this, which has led to confusion and
differe1].ces in the interpretation of the term from one case to another. Some people have
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interpreted "publicly owned" to mean only owned by a unit of government while others
have interpreted it to include collective ownership by the homeowners. ill the 2006
Phase 1 rulemaking, the EQB proposed to amend the definition by inserting "or
homeowner owned" after "publicly owned." Cbmmenters suggested expanding the
definition to include systems with other types of ownership also, arguing that there was
no good justification for limiting the.definition based on system ownership. ill addition,
discussion by EQB member agencies of the comments received from the Builder's
Association about this definition revealed confusion about the amendment and how it

. relates to simUar definitions in the rules of other agencies. Consequently, the 'EQB
withdrew this 'amendment from the Phase 1 rulemaking to reconsider it in view of these

.facts. The EQB is now proposing to amend the definitionto delete all reference to
system ownership. or control, so that all centralized septic tank systems serving the whole
development wilT count as "sewered areas."

Current DNR shoreland management rules distinguish between areas served by public
sewer where smaller lot sizes are allowed and areas not served by public sewer. While
this is an important distinction i.n the shoreland rules, it is less so in the new mandatory
categories for shoreland development proposed in this rulemaking that do not rely on this
distinction. The elimination of this distinction (smaller lot sizes on lots served by public
sewer) is based on scientific evidence that underscores the increased impacts that smaller,
more intensely developed lakeshore lots can have on water quality and habitat, regardless
whether they are served by public sewer or not.

6. Subp. 81a.Shore impact zone. "Shore impact zone" means land located
between the ordinary high water level of a public water and a line parallel
to it at 50% of the structure setback distance as establishe'd bypart
6120.3300, subpart 3, or by local ordinance, whichever is greater.

This term is used as threshold factor in the proposed new mandatory EAW category at
part 4410.4300, subpart 36a, item B, dealing with land conversions in shorelands. It is
therefore needed and reasonable to define this term. The definition is reasonable because
it is taken from the existing DNR shoreland management rules, at part 6120.3300, subpart
3. However, a modification is made to allow for the fact that some local governments
have adopted ordinances setting larger setback distances than specjfied in the DNR's
rules; in these cases, the larger setback distance of the local ordinance will define the
shore impact zone size.' .

C. Amendments to the citizens' petition process at part 4410.1100:

1. Subp. 2: Content. The petition shall also include:
[A to D unchanged.]
E. material evidence indicating that, because of the nature or location of
the proposed project, there may be potential for significant environmental
effects. The material evidence must physically accompany the petition. It
is not sufficient to merely provide a reference or citation to where the
evidence may be found.
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The amendment would clarify that the "material.evidence" required for a petition must
physically accompany the petition, and that it is not acceptable to merely provide a .
reference to where the.alleged evidence may be found. This issue arises primarily due to
increased use of the internet to obtain material evidence to file with a petition. In some
cases, only URL citations to where the evidence can be located on the internet have
included with the. petition. As. the statute refers to "material evidence accompanying a

.petition," and because the EQB believes that the burden is upon the petitioners to make a
case that an EAW may be required, the EQB believes that the evidence must physically
accompany the petition. This should be clarified in the rules.

2. SuQP.5. DeterminationofRGU. The EQB's chair or designee shall
d€.termine whether the petition.complies with the requirements of subparts
1 and 2. If the petition complies, the chair or designee shall designate an .
RGU pursuant to part 4410.0500 and forward the petition to the RGU
within five days ofreceipt of the petition. If the petition fails to comply,
the chair or designee shall return the petition to the petitioner's
representative within five days ofreceiptof the petition with a written
explanation ofwhy it fails to comply.•

It has been the EQB's long-standing practice to return all incomplete petitions (those that
do not comply with the content requirements at subpart 2) to the petitioners'
representative with a written explanation ofwhy the petition is incomplete. However, the
rules do not explicitly provide for this action, and it was called into question in a recent
case. The EQB wishes to add language to the rule to explicitly provide for this practice.

D. Amendments to the EAW process:

1. 4410.1200. EAW content.
[A to D unchanged.]
E. major issues sections identifying potential environmental impacts and·

issues that may require further investigation before the project is
commenced, including identification of cumulative potential effects;

[F to H unchanged.]

This amendm·ent is one piece of the EQB's attempt in this rulemaking to correct problems
relating impacts of a cumulative nature. For the complete background on the need to
correct and clarify those problems see the descriptions of the amendments at parts
4410.0200, subpart 11a, and 4410.1700, subpart 7, itemB.

As surprising as it may seem, the EQB's rules do not actually state at any point that an
EAW (or an EIS or AUAR for that matter) must address cumulative potential effects,
despite the fact that part 4410.1700, subpart 7, item B,requires an RGU to take into
account "the cumulative potential effects or related or anticipated future actions" when
determining if an EIS is required. Since the EAW is the vehicle to generate the
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information (along with comments upon its content and'responses to those comments)
upon which the EIS need decision must be based, the EQB has long considered the need

. to cover cumulative potential effects in an EAW as implicit in the law. In fact, the EAW
form explicitly includes a question (# 29) about the need to address these effects. In
light of the CARD decision and the EQB's response to it; this rulemaking seems the
appropriate time to 'add an explicit statement in'the EAW contentrules about addressing
cumulative potential effects.

The EQB is deliberately choosing to use the word Hidentification" rather than another
term that might seem to fit the situation, such as Hanalysis." The reason is to provide
support for the position that an EAW does notneed to fully or exhaustively study any
cumulative potential effects to which the project may contribute. The EAW process only
needs to identifisuch impacts and disclose enough information to enable the RGU to .
decide if the cumulative potential effects create the potential for significant
environmental effects (in which case the RGU must proceed to fully investigate the
effects in an EIS). Even systematically identifying the presence of cumulative potential
effects will in most cases require more work than has been typical ofEAWs in the past,
as will the need to document whether or not the effects have the potential to be
significant, including consideration ofhow they can be mitigated. However, the EQB
acknowledges that one of the greatest concerns ofproject proposers, RGUs, and their
consultants about increased attention to cumulative effects is the worry that it could
become a Hbottomless pit" of analysis. One step that the EQB can take to address this
concern is to be clear that the degree to which cumulative potential effects must be
covered in an EAW is much more limited than it would be in an EIS, and is to focus on
identifying whether effects' of a cumulative nature are potentially significant and not on
studying them in detaiL

2. 4410.1700, subp. 7. Criteria. In deciding whether a project has the
potential for significant environmental effects, the following factors shall
be considered: '
[A unchanged]
B. +he cumulative potential effects of related or anticipated future
projects. The RGU shall consider the following factors: whether the
cumulative potential effect is significant; whether the contribution from
the project is significant when viewed in connection with other
contributions to the cumulative potential effect; the degree to which the
project complies with approved mitigation measures specifically designed
to address the cumulative potential effect; and the efforts of the proposer
to minimize the contributions from the project.
C. the extent to which the environmental effects are subject to mitigation
by ongoing public regulatory authority. The RGU may rely only on
mitigation measures that are specific and that can be reasonably expected
to effectively mitigate the identified environmental impacts of the
project."
[D unchanged.]
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The amendments concerning item Bare part oftheEQB's attempt in this rulemaking to
"correct problems relating to effects of a cumulative nature. The explanation of the
general problem and its background is given in the section on the amendments at part
4410.0200, subpart lla. The amendment involving deletion ofwords at item B is not
intended to be substantive. The words proposed for deletion here are included in the new
definition"of "cumtilative potential effect" at part 4410.0200, subpart lla. Therefore,
they should be deleted in item B to avoid redundancy.

" The EQB proposes to add to this subpart a list of factors that an RGU must consider
when determining if the project under review has the potential for significant "
environmental effects due to the cumulative potential effects to which it contributes. The
Minnesota Supreme Court's decision in CARD does not provide this type"of guidance.
This list of factors is intended as a guide for RGUs in thinking about the cumulative

"potential effects relative to a project. The ideas behind the listed factors were derived in
part from the regulations of other states with similar environmental review programs, in
particular, California.

There isa need to provide guidance to RGUs because not every instance where a project
makes a contribution to a cumulative potential effect - even if the cumulative effect is
indisputably significant - requires preparation of an EIS on the project. The EQB
proposes the factors listed here as guidance to help RGUs sort out which instances
require preparation of an EIS from those which do not.

The proposed first factor is needed and reasonable because the first consideration an
RGU should make is whether the aggregate effect to which the project is contributing is
significant or not. Ifthe aggregate effect is not significant, then no EIS is warranted on
the basis of cumulative potential effects, whatever the contribution from the project may
be.

The second factor, whether the contribution froin the project is significant when viewed
in connection with other contributions to the cumulative potential effect, is reasonable
because the magnitude of cumulative potential effects might be.easier to see where a
single project contributes significantly to the aggregate effect. However, the EQB does
not assert that a project must be the sole cause, or even a primary cause when dealing
with the issue of cumulative potential effects~ Neither does the EQB believe that any

"contribution whatsoever from "a project requires that an EIS be prepared.

The third factor, the degree to which the project complies with approved mitigation
measures specifically designed to address the cumulative potential effect, acknowledges
that in certain cases the State or a local unit of government may have studied a particular
cumulative-type impact and devised a specific plan ofmitigation to deal with it. One
example would be a TMDL plan adopted by the Pollution Control Agency for a
watershed. Another example might be a comprehensive stormwater management plan
adopted by a local unit of government consistent with state and federal regulations to
mitigate the effects of stormwater discharges on a receiving water body. If such a"
mitigatjon plan exists, and if the project under review will adhere to the requirements of
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that plan (so as to mitigate its contribution to the aggregate effect), there would be no
benefit in further studying the cumulative potential effect with respect to the project in
question through an EIS. While examples ofsuch plans are rare at present, more are
likely to be developed in the futureas increasing attentiotiis paid to dealing with
cumulative potential effects.

With the fourth factor, the efforts of the proposer to minimize the contributions from the
project, the EQB argues that it is reasonable fOf an RGU to take into account the ~xtent to
which the contributions have been reduced by the proposer even if there is not an overall
mitigation plan in effect to deal with the cumulative potential effects in question. In·
many.cases specific measures to mitigate or avoid contributions to cumulative potential.
effects will be knqwn, even ifno overall pl'.ln to mitigate these effects.has been developed
by any governmental unit. The mitigation measures mayor may not be required by
federal or state law or by local ordinances. If the proposer incorporates such methods to
a sufficient degree, preparing an EIS to further study the cumulative potential effects
would serve no useful purpose._Thus, the RGU should take into account the degree to
which the proposer has taken advantage ofways to minimize the project's contributions
in deciding if an EIS is warranted due to cumulative potential effects. One possible
example oftheuse ofthis factor would be a case where there is a cumulative potential
effect from stormwaterrunoff. Even ifthere is no overall stormwater management plan,. ..

many techniques for reduCing and managing stormwater are well known. If a proj ect
proposer incorporated state-of-the-art management techniques into their project design to
minimize contributions to stormwater runoff, those efforts should be taken into account
by the RGU in detemiining if an EIS is required due to the cumulative potential effects of
stormwater discharges.

The sentence proposed to be added regarding how item C should be applied is also the
result of the CARD case. In its opinionthe Minnesota Supreme Court made two different
statements about the necessary certainty ofmitigation which could be relied upon in
applying the item C criterion to a project. At one point the Court stated that mitigation
relied upon needed to be "reasonably expected"to handle environmental problems. At
another point the Court stated it needed to be "certain." The EQB believes that the
"reasonably expected"statement is mote consistent with past cases, and that the Court
simply was careless with its wording at the point where the word "certain" was used. To
avoid.future confusion or disputes over this inconsistent language from the court, the.
EQB proposes to add the sentence in question to make the point clear that mitigation
relied upon need not be "certain," but rather only "reasonably expected" to be able to deal
adequately with the environmental impact to which it is to be applied.

E. Amendments to the EIS ·process:

1. 4410.2300. H. Environmental, economic, employment, and sociological
impacts: for the proposed project and each major alternative there shall be
a thorough but succinct discussion ofpotentially significant direct or
indirect, adverse, or beneficial effects generated, be they direct, indirect,
or cumulative. Data and analyses shall be commensurate with the
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importance ofthe impact and the relevance of the information to a
reasoned choice among alternatives and to the consideration of the need
for mitigation measures; the RGU shall consider the relationship between
the cost of data and analyses and the relevance and importance of the
information in determining the level of detail of information to be
prepared for the EIS. Less important material may be summarized,
consolidated, or simply referenced. The EIS shall identify and briefly
discuss any majOr differences of opinion concerning significant impacts of

. the proposed project on the environment.

The amendments at this item are part of the larger attempt to improve how the rules treat
analysis of cumulative-type effects. As noted in the discussion of the amendments to the
EAW content rules at part 4410.1200, surprising as it may seem, the EQB's rules do not
actually state at any point that an EIS must address cumulative potential effects. Item H
does now include reference to "indirect" impacts, which although not defined, can be
inferred from the context to be some sort of impacts beyond the direct impacts of a
project. EQB's principle guidance document (Guide to Minnesota Environmental Review
Rules, April 1998) uses the inclusion of indirect impacts.as a springboard to bringing
cumulative effects into the EIS contynt requirements, stating: "This provision
[4410.2300, item H] requires an EIS to discuss indirect as well as direchmpacts. Some
indirect impacts are cumulative impacts." (page 5) (Note: this guidance document was
written in 1998 when the EQB staff considered cumulative impacts, cumulative effects,
and cumulative potential effects to be sYnonymous.)

In practice, many cumulative potential effects are analyzed in EISs. To the EQBstaffs
knowledge, no one has ever claimed that they did not need to address cumulative
potential effects in an EIS as a matter or law because the term does not appear in the EIS
content requirements. However, the appropriate time to add an explicit statement about
treating cumulative-type effects in an EIS would be in this rulemaking concurrent with
the various other amendments relating to the topic that are being proposed. The. term
used is "cumulative potential effects" which is defined in an amendment at part
4410.0200, subpart lla

F. Amendments to the Prohibitions on Final Governmental Decisions at part
4410.3100:

1. Subpart 2a. Concurrent review of draft permits not prohibited.
Subpart 1 does not prohibited a govemmental unit from issuing notice of
and receiving public comments on a draft permit prior to completion of
environmental review.

The amendment would clarify that it is permissible for a govemmentalunit to prepare
and give public notice of a draft permit or other draft approval document prior to the
completion ofthe Environmental Review process, provided that no final decisions to
grant or issue permits or approvals are made until after the process has been completed.
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Recently this practice, although quite corillnonly done by various RGUs, has been
questioned as contrary to the prohibitions stated in subpart 1. The EQB proposes to add
this amendment to clarify this issue.

G. Amendments to the AUAR process at part 4410.3610:

1. . Subp. 2. Relationship to specific development projects.
A.. Upon completion ofreview under this part, residential,

. commercial, warehollsing, and light industrial development
'projects and associated infrastructure within the boundaries
established under subpart 3 that are consistent with development
assumptions established under subpart 3 are exempt from review
mider paris 4410.1100 to 4410.1700 and 4410.2100 to 4410.3000
as long asthe approval and construction of the project complies
with the conditionsofthe plan for mitigation developed under .
subpart 5.
B. The prohibitions ofpart 4410.3100, subparts 1 to 3, apply to all
projects for which review under this part substitutes for review
under parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700 or 4410.2100 to 4410.3000.
These prohibitions terminate upon the adoption by the RGU of the
environmental analysis document and plan for mitigation under
subpart 5.
Llf a specific residential, commercial, warehousing, light
industrial, or associated infrastructure project, that is subject to an
EAWor EIS, is proposed' within the boundaries of an area for·
which an alternative review under this part is planned or is in
preparation but has not yet been completed, the RGU may, at its
discretion, review the specific project either through the alternative
areawide review procedures or through the EAW or EIS
procedures. If the project is reviewed through the alternative
areawide review procedures, at least one set of development
assumptions used in the process must be consistent with the
proposed project, and the project must incorporate the applicable
mitigation measures developed through the process.
The prohibitions of part 4410.3100, subparts 1 to 3,apply to all
projects for which review under this part substitutes for review
under parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700 or 4410.2100 to 4410.3000.
These prohibitions terminate upon the adoption by the RGU of the
environmental analysis document and plan for mitigation under
subpart 5. .
D. The ordering of a review pursuant to subpart 3 does not
constitute a finding by the RGU that each potential project within
the designated boundary has or may have the potential for
significant environmental effects. After an order for review has
been adopted under subpart 3, if a specific project forwhich an
EAW or EIS is not mandatory is proposed within the boundaries of
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. .

the review area, the RGU may exclude the project from the review
process and proceed with its approval byusing the following
process. The RGU must provide notice of the intended exclusion
and the reasons for the intended exclusion in the same manner as
for'distribution of an EAW pursuant to part 4410.1500) Agencies'
and interested persons shall have 10 days from date of the notice in
the EQB Monitor to file comments with the RGU about the
proposed removal of the project from the review. Ifno adverse .

'. comments are received within the comment period, the project is
, automatically excluded from the review and the prohibitions under
part 4410.3100 do not apply to the project without further action
by theRGU. If adverse comments are received, the RGU must
consider the comments and determine whether to include the
project in the review or to exclude it within 30 days of the end of
thecolinnent period based on whether the project may have the
potential for significant environmental effects, taking into account
the comments received and the interaction of the project with other
anticipated development in its surrounding area.
E. If a specific project will be reviewed through the procedures of this
part rather than through the EAW or EIS procedures and the project itself
would otherwise require preparation of an EIS pursuant to part 4410.4400

.or will comprise at least 50% ofthe geographic area tube reviewed, the
RGU must followthe additional procedures of subpart 5a in the review.

Item B, which appears to be new, is in fact simply being moved up from its current
.position as the final paragraph of the subpart. This is to assure that it is not overlooked
due to the new language being added to this subpart.

The amendment in item C (".. oris in preparation..") is proposed to be added because
several situations have occurred where the proposer of a specific project desired to
proceed with independent review after an AUAR had been started but was not yet
completed (while it was "in preparation'} The existing language contemplates that this
would only occur before the AUAR work actually began (when it was "planned"). When
the rule was originally adopted, it was not realized that quite a few AUARs would take
considerably longer to complete than the official timeframe given in the rules. Thus, 'it
was not then realized that there would be situations where an individual project's review
would be significantly extended by remaining under coverage of the AUAR analysis
compared to proceeding through an independent EAW even if the independent review
was started after the AUAR was already in progress.

Regarding the new item D, the EQB proposes two amendments in this paragraph: (1) add
an explicit statement that the ordering of an AUAR does not constitute a finding by the
RGU that all potential development within the AUAR area has or may have the potential
for significant environmental effects; and (2) add a public notice and comment
opportunity priorto any removals ofprojects from the AUAR review, similar to that
propos~d but withdrawn in Phase 1. According to the item C, if a specific project
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requiring review is known when the AUAR is ordered, the RGU may at its discretion roll
the review into the AUAR or review the specific project through the EAWIEIS process.
However, the rules do not address what happens if after the AUAR is begun, a proposer
of a project of less than mandatory review size wishes to have his ot her project area
removed from the AUAR, presumably to proceed through the localreview process on a
faster track than if included in theAUAR. This situation has -arisen on a number of
occasions, and in such cases it has been the opinion of the EQB staffthatnothing in the
rules prevents the RGU from removing the project. However, such removal ofprojects
from an AUARin the past caused concern and opposition in some cases, resulting in a
request from the DNR that the EQB address this issue in rulemaking.

The Alternative Urban Areawide Review process was intended as a relatively simple tool
to a.11ow a local unit to do a broad-based environmental review withoutneeding to make a
case-by-case determination ofwhether environmental review is otherwise required for all. .

projects within the area. The AUAR rules never intended to create a presumption that
each and every possible project that would be proposed within the study area otherwise
requires review. If this were.the case, it would create a tremendous disincentive to use
the AUAR process. It is reasonable to allow smaller projects to "opt-out" of an AUAR
through a public notice procedure because anyone can then :file a petition requesting
review on the project if they believe the project may have the potential for significant
environmental effects.

Originally, the option considered was amend the rules to prevent the removal of a project
from an AUAR once the process had begun. However, when that option was included in

. the Phase 1 Request for Comments,comments from a local unit of government official
pointed out that adopting that policy would in effect create an absolute moratorium on
any development within an AUAR area during the ADAR preparation. period, and that it
would be a strong disincentive for many units of government to use the ADAR process.
Additionally, EQB staff were concerned that this policy seemed to create a presumption
that every possible project within an ADAR area met the criteria for requiring an EAW
without any factual record to support it. As a result of these issues, the EQB determined
to proceed with a different rule amendment; involving a requirement for the RGD to
provide public notice and opportunity to comment prior to removing a project from an
AUAR review in progress. This amendment was intended to create a minimal process by
which commenters could at least be aware of the intended removal and comment if they
saw any reason why the RGU 'should not proceed to drop out the project.

However, some commenters objected on the grounds that they believed that once an
AUARis ordered, all development within the AUAR area is obligated to undergo
environmental review, and therefore it is simply not permissible for any project to be
removed from the AUAR review unless another form of environmental review then
occurred for the project in question. Although the EQB did not agree with that legal
interpretation, it withdrew the proposed amendment to give it further consideration. The
EQB is now re-proposing the amendment withdrawn in Phase 1 along with an additional
sentence (the first sentence ofthe paragraph) stating that the ordering of an ADAR does
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not create a requirement that all developments within the AUAR undergo Environmental
Review.

Several revisions of the revi~w process based on Phase 1 comments have also been
incorporated into the current amendment proposal. The amendment option proposed

.would require the RGU to provide notioe to interested agencies and persons of the
intended removal of the project from the AUAR. Notice would be given in the same
manner as for the avaihibility of an EAW, including an EQB Monitor notice. In the
Phase 1 rulemaking the EQB had proposed leaving out the Monitor notice to save time.
However, some commenters objected that foregoing the Monitor notice would be
"contrary to the standard practice and procedure for environmental review decisions."
Upon further reflection, the EQB agrees that notice should be given in the Monitor.
Interested persons would be given 10 working days from the date of the Monitor notice to
file adverse comments. This has been revised since the amendments proposed in Phase 1.

. At that time, the agencies and persons receiving notice were given a period of 15 working
days from the date they received the notice to file adverse comments. This has been
changed due to the inclusion ofthe notice in the EQB Monitor. Due to the lead time
required for preparation of the Monitor, 10 working days from the date of its publication
corresponds to 15 working days from the date notice would be received by direct mailed
notice. It is expected that adverse comments would be in the nature of reasons why either
the project on its own would be worthy ofreview or why the cumulative impact ofthe
project together with the impacts of surrounding development would be worthy of
review. Ifno adverse comments were received within the comment period, the RGU
could remove the project from the AUAR without needing to prepare any findings about·
the environmental implications of doing so. The whole point of the process being added
is to provide opportunity for interested persons to supply reasons to the RGU as to why
the project should be required to be retained in the AUAR analysis. If this does not
happen, there is no reason for the RGU to take the time and effort to prepare
documentation about why the project may be dropped out - the presumption is that there
is no reason to retain the project in the AUAR. If that presumption is not rebutted by any
outside comments, requiring the RGU to go through an official decision process will add
time and trouble to no useful purpose. However, if adverse comments were received, the
proposed process would require the RGU to make and document its determination
according to the same standard as used for ordering an EAW ("may have the potential for
significant environmental effects") taking cumulative impacts with surrounding
development into account. Due to comments received in Phase 1 rulemaking, the EQB
now proposes that a definite time limit for the decision be included, of 30 days, which is
the usual timeframe for such decisions elsewhere in the rules. .

The final paragraph proposed to be added (item E) states that when a specific project is .
included in the ADAR area and that project either would require a mandatory EIS on its
own or it covers at least half ofthe AUAR's geographic area, special procedures, which
are specified in the new subpart Sa, must be followed. This paragraph would merely call
attention to the need for the special procedures, not specify any of them. It is appropriate
to place such a paragraph in this subpart because the topic of the subpart is how the
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AUAR relates to specific development projects that may be within the area. The
discussion of new subpart 5a explains the background and rationale of this amendment.

2. Subp 4. [AUARl Environmental analysis document; form and
content. The content and format niust be similar to that of the EAW, but
must provide for a level of analysis comparable to that of an EIS for
impacts direct, indirect, and cumulative potential effects typical of urban
residential, commercial, warehousing, and light industrial developnient
and associated infrastructure.

This proposed amendment is analogous to amendments at parts 4410.1200 and
4410.2300 H and has the intent of explicitly requiring that c~mulativepotential effects be
addressed in an AUAR analysis. In the past, this type of analysis has routinely been
included in AUAR analysis (although there have been dispute~ about what its scope
should be) and the EQB staffs guidance for the AUAR form includes specific directions
to address these impacts. However, the rules themselves to date do not specifically
mention cumulative potential effects in the AUAR process. The term "cumulative
potential effects" is defined in an amendment at part 4410.0200, subpart lla.

3. Subp.5. Procedures for review. The procedures in items Ato H
must be used for review under this part.
AThe RGU shall prepare a draft environmental analysis document
addressing each of the development scenarios selected under
subpart 3 using the standard content and format provided by the
EQB under subpart 4. A draft version of the mitigation plan as
described under item C must be included. The geographic extent
ofthe analyses of direct; indirect and cumulative potential effects
conducted in preparing the document is not to be limited by the
boundaries set in the order for review under subpart 3. The draft
document must be distributed and noticed in accordance with part
4410.1500.
[B to H unchanged.]

The amendment proposed at subpart 5 is a response to a Minnesota Court ofAppeals
case, Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy vs. the City ofSt. PaulPark, 711
N.W. 2d 526 (Minn. Ct. App. 2006). In that case, the City of St. Paul Park prepared an
AUAR analysis for development of land along the Mississippi River, much ofwhichwas
proposed for construction of a large project called River's Edge. The Center for
Environmental Advocacy challenged the adequacy of that review, partly on the grounds
that the review did not adequately consider cumulative-type impacts on resources outside
of the AUAR boundary. In its decision, the Court of Appeals declared that the RGU did
not need to consider impacts or sources of impacts outside of the AUAR boundary.
Apparently, the court believed that in setting the AUAR boundary an RGU factors in
consideration of the scope of analysis - which is not true of any case with which the EQB
staffis·familiar. The EQB staff believes that a fundamental error was made here by the
Courtqf Appeals. To correct that error, the EQB proposes to amend subpart 5 to state the
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AUAR boundary chosen by the RGU is not intended to set any limits on the scope of the
technical analysis. It is reasonable for the cumulative impacts analysis to look beyond
the AUAR area boundaries because environmental impacts can migrate across
boundaries. The term "cumulative potential effects" is defined in an amendment at part
4410.0200, subpart 11 a.

4. Subp. Sa. Additional procedures required when certain large
specific projects reviewed.
'A. The procedures of this subpart must be followed in addition to
those of subpart 5 if a specific project will be reviewed according
to this part and the project would otherwise require preparation of
an"""EIS pursuant to part 4410.4400 or will comprise at least 50% of
the geographic area to be reviewed.
B. Prior to final approval of the order for review pursuant to
subpart 3, the RGU must conduct a public process to receive
comments about the scope of the review. The RGU shall prepare a
draft order for review and distribute and provide notice of its
availability in the same manner as for an EAW pursuant to part
4410.1500. The draft order for review must include the
information specified in subpart 3 and a description of the specific
large project or projects to be included in the review comparable to
that of a scoping EAW pursuant to part 4410.2100, subpart 2.
C. Government units and interested persons shall participate in
the public comment process in accordance with part 4410.1600,
except that the purpose of the comments is to suggest additional
development scenarios and relevant issues to be analyzed in the
review. Comments may suggest additional development scenarios
that include alternatives to the specific large project or projects
proposed to be included in the review, including development at
sites outside of the proposed geographic boundary. The comments
must provide reasons why a suggested development scenario or
alternative to a specific project is potentially environmentally
superior to those identified in the RGU's draft order.
D. The RGU must consider all timely and substantive comments
received when finalizing the order for review. The RGU shall
apply the criteria for excluding an alternative from analysis found
at part 4410.2300, item G, in determining if a suggested additional
scenario or alternative to a specific project should be included or
excluded and must explain its reasoning in a written record of
decision.
E. The RGU shall adopt the final order for review within 15 days
ofthe end of the comment period. A copy of the order and the
RGU's record of decision must be sent within ten days of the
decision to the EQB and to anyone who submitted timely and
substantive comments.
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This entire subpart is new. It specifies the additional procedures of review that would be
required whenever the AUAR would include a specific development project which either
requires a mandatory EIS on its own or covers at least 50% of the geographic (or ground)
area within the AUAR boundaries. The EQB had proposed this same amendment as part
of the 2006 Phase 1 amendments. However, when the Court ofAppeals decision cited in
the discussionofthe amendments to subpart 5 above was released shortly after the rule
hearing, the EQB decided to withdraw the amendment for further study. After
consideration, the EQB is proposing the amendment again.

The background to this amendment is that current rule language authorizes anRGU to
use the AUAR process for reviewing individual projects (part 4410.3610, subpart2,
paragraph 2) although it was developed primarily to enable the review of an entire
geographic area without reference to plans for specific projects. Critics have questioned
whether the use of the AUAR process for the review ofindividual projects reduces the
quality ofthe review compared to what would be achieved if the project was reviewed
through the regular EAWIEIS process, and suggested that the rules be amended to
prohibit review of a single project that would otherwise require an EIS. That proposal
was included with the Phase 1 Request for Comments. Several commenters raised·
objections to this proposa1. One objection was that the EQB could create a disincentive
for the master planning of the entirety of a property owner's holdings if doing a master
plan would make the whole property a "single project" for environmental review
purposes. Another objection was that ifthis prohibition was established, proposers and
RGUs would likely find ways around it anyway, such as withholding formal project
applications until after the AUAR was completed or adding "extra" landto the AUAR
area so that it was no longer reviewing a single project.

When one large project dominates an AUAR analysis there is a concern thatthis could
have a chilling effect on the analysis of alternative development scenarios that is a key
purpose of the AUAR process. Therefore, additional public scrutiny is appropriate when
a large project dominates an AUAR to ensure that alternative development scenarios are
thoroughly analyzed. The 50% threshold was chosen because at that level a single
project so dominates the review that it could have the chilling effects that the amendment
is intended to prevent.

The additional procedures that are proposed to be required are specified in items A to D
of subpart 5a. The procedures are modeled after the procedures for EIS 'scoping, as
specified at part 4410.2100.' First, (item A) the RGU would provide public notice of its
intent to prepare an AUAR covering a project for which the special procedures are
required. Notice would be given as for an EAW, which is the standard method of
providing notification under the environmental review process. The notice would be
based on a draft version ofthe order for review required under subpart 3; the draft order
would indicate the boundaries ofthe AUARand the development scenarios proposed to
be reviewed (including one or more scenarios incorporating the specific project in
question). Item B specifies that in response to the notice interested persons and agencies
may comment, following the same process and timeline (30 calendar days) as for,
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commenting on an EAW, about whether additional development scenarios ought to be
inCluded, on the basis that such scenarios would likely be less environmentally harmful
than the scenarios based on the specific project. .

Item C specifies the standard for the RGU's decision on whether or not to add any
suggested additional development scenarios. The proposed standard is the same set of
criteria that the rules already specify for deCisions on which alternatives to include in an
EIS analysis, as found at part441 0.2300, item G. Using the same criteria will ensure that
the same standards for what alternatives need to be analyzed for a given project apply
whether that project is reviewed through an EIS or an AUAR.

Item D sets a deadline for the RGU to make its decision about adding additional .
development scenarios of 15 working days. This is the same deadline as for an RGU's
scoping decision following an EISscoping process. Item D would also provide that the
RGU distribute its finalized order for review and its rationale regarding development
scenarios excluded within 10 working days of its decision.

The proposed amendments in items B to D would add about 6-.8 weeks (depending on
how soon after the comment period the RGU was ready to make its decision) of
additional time to the formal steps of the process ifthe·AUAR included a specific project
that triggered the need for the additional review. It should be noted, however, that the
additional time at this point in the process may be offset by savings in time at later stages
due to avoidance of controversy over the issue of whether other alternatives should have
been addressed and whatever steps are needed to resolve that controversyif it arises.

H. Amendments to the Mandatory EAW Categories at part 4410.4300:

1. Introduction. All ofthe proposed amendments in part 4410.4300 are part of an effort
to add mandatory categories to the rules that explicitly address types ofprojects in
shoreland areas that may have the potential for significant environmental effects.
Shorelands are defined by state law to include the area within 1,000 feet of a lake or 300
feet of a river. Amendments are proposed to existing subpart 12, nonmetallic mineral
mining (a new item C) and three new subparts are proposed which would be numbered
and captioned as: subpart 19a, residential development in shoreland; subpart20a, resorts,
campgrounds, and RV parks in shorelands; and subpart 36a, land conversions in
shoreland. The new subparts are proposed to be inserted in the rules immediately affer
existing subparts 19,20, and 36 which cover similar types ofprojects without reference
to shorelands. Some analogous amendments are being proposed to the mandatory EIS
categories at part 4410.4400; and one exemption category pertaining to shoreland
projects is proposed to be added to part 4410A600..

The EQB became interested in amending the environmental review program rules to
include special mandatory categories for projects in shoreland in 2004. Attachment 5 is a
"fact sheet" prepared in 2004 explaining the EQB' s early steps toward developing these
categories. In February2005, the EQB asked the DNR to take the lead in developing a
proposal for such categories because the DNR is responsible for overseeing the. ,
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management of shorelands in the state and for adopting rules for shoreland management
(Minnesota Rules, chapter 6120). The DNR established a stakeholder advisory
committee from persons who expressed interest in serving on such a committee in their
responses to EQB's February 2005 Request for Comments. \.

The 19-member citizen's advisory committee represented the many public and private
interests within the state including resorts, conservationists,. government representatives,
and lakehome property owners. The following persons, with their representation, were
members oftheadvisory committee:

Annalee

Michael

Dan

Jan

Les

RichardD.

Theresa

Hemy

Joseph

James
Michael

Molly

Bob

Paula
Robert

Dave

Jeff

Karen

Terry

Garletz
McDonough

Greensweig

Beliveau

Martin

Hecock, Ph.D

Greenfield

VanOffelen
Blaha

Peters

North
Shodeen

Neal

West

Deutschman, Sr.
Leuthe

Smyser

Ebert

Neff

Association of Minnesota Counties; Policy Analyst

Metropolitan Council; Landscape Architect

Minnesota Association of Townships; Attorney

Lake Association Representative

Cedar Lake Conservancy; President
Becker County EAW task force

McCombs Frank Roos Associates, Inc.; Planner (AICP)
Minnesota Center forEnvironmental Advocacy; NRScientist

Citizen; Arden Hills, Minnesota

Peters Sunset Beach Resort
Minnesota Chapter of the Wildlife Society; representative

DNR Waters Area Hydrologist

Minnesota Waters (formerly Minnesota Lakes Association)

Minnesota Waters; Director
Dead Lake Association; President

DNR Waters Regional Manager

City of Lino Lakes; City Planner
Minnesota Counties Insurance Trust

Aitkin County; Environmental Services Director

Based on input from the advisory group and deriving some of their ideas from an ongoing
project in central Minnesota to develop possible revisions to shoreland rules, the DNR·
developed a proposal for mandatory EAWand EIS categories for residential and other
types of projects in shorelands. In August 2006 the EQB included that proposal with the
Request for Comments on the "phase 2" amendments. When many commenters
complained that the proposal was too complicated to be successfully implemented by
local units of government, the DNR and EQB staff developed a simplified proposal
taking commenters suggestions into account. The simplified proposal was sent out for
informal comments to known interested persons in May 2007; the present proposal takes
into account comments received.

2. The need for shoreland categories generally. The information in this section has
been extracted from a document prepared by the DNR to assist with this rulemaking.
That d~cument is included as Attachment 4. References given in this section and other
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SONAR sections applying to shoreland categories refer to the references at the end of the
attached document.

The major impetus for the proposal was the significant change in the pattern of
development being experienced on the lakes across the state. During the 1960's and
1970's, most shoreland development was directed toward the traditional seasonal cabin or
lake home. During the late 1970's and 1980's, the trend was to convert seasonal
lakeshore dwellings into year-round lake homes. Finally, the adventof the internet and a
diverse economy has allowed many people to work and live in the lake districts across
the state. As aresult, there are an ever-increasing number oflarge, modem homes being
built on lakes. .

As undeveloped iakeshore has diminished, shorelandareas once considered less desirable
or more difficult to develop are now being proposed for development. These areas are
often low-lying and marshy, with shallow water offshore and frequent beds of aquatic
vegetation. These same features often make these areas especially important to the
ecology of the lake. Another change being seen is the increase in higher-density
residential projects (more units per acre) in shorelands. A type of special concern
appears to be projects where most of the units are not actually on the lakeshore, but have
access collectively through a few lots on the shore ("access lots"). There is aconcern that
such developmentswill result in over use of the lake, and this concern is increased when
,the lake also has an established public access.

The DNR estimate for total lakeshore dwellings in 2004 was about 225,000 for all lakes
in the state. About half of all lakeshore homes are seasonal residences, and 75 percent are
located on less than 200 feet oflakeshore frontage (median lot width was 130 feet).
Overall, lakeshore development appears to be increasing at an average rate of over 4000
homes per year..

The EQB staff has noted that over the past several years the number of citizens' petitions
on lakeshore projects has increased noticeably. While development ofMinnesota's
lakeshores is nothing new, especially for permanent or seasonal residential development,
thediminishing amount of undeveloped lakeshore has led to noticeable changes in the
types of development projects being proposed and in the nature of the lakeshores under
consideration for development. The increasing pressure of these new developments has
led to a recognition that the existing mandatory review categories may no longer be
adequate to ensure the needed review oftoday's lakeshore development projects.

There is widespread concern about the consequences ofpoor development on water
quality and fish and wildlife habitat. Human habitation along the shore usually has a
cumulative effect on fish and wildlife habitat, water quality, and biota of lake ecosystems.
Lakeshore development increases nutrient inputs to lakes. Many lakeshore homes are
serviced by on-site septic systems. According to the PCA, 39 percent of individual
sewage treatment systems are failing or pose "imminent" threats, creating a serious
potential for nutrient and bacterial contamination (PCA 2004). In addition, the
impervjous surfaces and lawns associated with shoreland development increase both the .
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amount ofrunoffand the quantity ofnutrients reaching a lake. Nutrients reaching the
lake result in eutrophication. Eutrophic conditions include: higher occurrence ofnoxious
algae blooms, excessive plant growth, loss ofwater clarity, and low dissolved oxygen.
Many lakes will fail to recover even after excessive nutrient additions are eliminated'
(Genkai-Kato and Carpenter 2005). In addition to water quality degradation, there is

'frequently loss ofhabitat associated with shoreland development, which results in the
decline of fish and wildlife populations.

In summary, because of the increased development pressure on our lakes'there is a
greater need t6 protect resources by ensuring development is done in a manner that
considers environmental effects. As a result, new mandatory review categories for
shoreland development are needed and reasonable.

3. RGU designation for the new shoreland categories. For all ofthe proposed new
shoreland EAW & EIS categories, the local governmental unit is designated as the
Responsible Governmental unit (RGU), the unit responsible to carry out the EAW and/or
EIS process. This is appropriate for two reasons. First, all of the proposed new '
categories have analogous categories in the existing rules, and all of those categories
'assign the local unit as the RGU. Second, with respect to shoreland management, the
local unit is clearly assigned the primary regulatory role under the state's shoreland
rnanagementlaw. Throughout the environmental review program, the primary rule for
RGU designation is that the unit with the greatest regulatory responsibility is the RGU.

4. Subp. 12. Nonmetallic mineral mining. Items A aflfl-Bto C designate
the RGU for the type ofproject listed:
[A 'and B unchanged.]
C. For development of a facility forJhe extraction or mining of sand,
gravel, stone, or other nonmetallic minerals, other than peat, which will
excavate 20 or more acres of forested or other naturally vegetated land in a
sensitive shoreland area or 40 acres of forested or other naturally
vegetated land in a nonsensitive shoreland area, the local government unit
shall be the RGU.

This proposed amendment is a special case of the more general amendment at part
4410.4300, subpart 36a, item C. The same thresholds and parameters are
involved. The reason for adding this separate amendment is to place the new
EAW requirements at a point in the rules likely to be consulted by mining
companies and other persons examining the rules to see how nonmetallic mining
may be affected. The rationale for this category is covered in the discussion of
part 4410.4300,subpart 36a, item C.

It should be noted that item C does not contain the qualifier "to a mean depth of
ten feet or more during its existence" that appears in item B which applies to
nonmetallic mining that does not occur in a shoreland. This is because the types
of impacts that item C is concerned with do not depend on the depth of the
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excavation; the critical factor is that the surface vegetation is destroyed or
disrupted.

5. Subp. 19a. Residential development inshorehmd.
A. .The local governmental unit is the RGD for construction of a
permanent or potentially permanent residential development located
wholly or partially in shoreland of a type listed in items B to E. For
purposes of this subpart "riparian unit", meansa unit iIi a development
that abuts a public water.or, in the case of a development where units are
'not allowed to abut the public water, is located in the first tier of the
development as provided in part 6120.3800, subpart 4, item A.
B. .A development containing 15 or more unattached or attached units for
a sensitive shoreland area or 25 or more unattached or attached units for a
nonsensitive shoreland area, if any of the following conditions is present:

(1) less than 50% of the area in shoreland is common open
space;

(2) the number of riparian units exceeds by at least 15% the
number of riparian lots that would be allowable calculated
according to the applicable lot area and width standards for
riparian unsewered single lots given in part 6120.3300,
subparts 2a and 2b; or

(3) if any portion of the project is in an unincorporated area, the
number of nonriparian units in shoreland exceeds by at least
15% the number of lots that would be allowable on the parcel
calculatedaccording to the applicable lot area standards for
nonriparian unseweredsingle lots underpart 6120.3300,
subparts 2a and 2b.

C. A development containing 25 or more unattached or attached units for
a sensitive shoreland area or 50 or more unattached or attached units
for a nonsensitive shoreland area, ifnone of the conditionslisted in
item B is present.

D. A development in a sensitive shoreland area that provides permanent
mooring space for at least 1 nonriparian unattached or attached unit.

E. A development containing at least 1 unattached or attached unit
created by the conversion of a resort, motel, hotel, recreational vehicle
park or campground, if either of the following conditions is present:

(1) the number of nonriparian units in shoreland exceeds by at
least 15% the number of lots that would be allowable on the
parcel calculated according to the applicable lot area
standards for nonriparian unsewered single lots under part
6120.3300, subparts 2a and 2b

(2) the number ofriparian units exceeds by at least 15% the
number of riparian lots that would be allowable calculated
according to the applicable lot area and width standards for
riparian unsewered single lots under part 6120.3300, subparts
2a and 2b.
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F. -An EAW is required for residential development ifthe total number of
units that may ultimately be developed on all contiguous land owned
or under an option to purchase by the proposer, except land identified
by an applicable comprehensive plan, ordinance, resolution, or

. agreement of a local governmental unit for a future use other than
residential development, equals or exceeds a threshold ofthis subpart.
In counting the total number ofultimate units, the RGD shall include

, the number ofunits in any plans of the proposer; for land for which
the proposer has not yet prepared plans, the RGD shall use as the
number ofunits the product of the number of acreS multiplied by the
maximum number ofunits per acre allowable under the applicable

,zoning ordinance or, if the maximum number ofunits allowable per
acre is not specified in an applicable zoning ordinance, by the overall
average number ofunits per acre indicated in the plans ofthe

. proposer for those lands for which plans exist.

In item A, a working definition ofthe term "riparian" is given. This definition is used in
various items to distinguish the "nearest-to-the;..shore" lots or units from other lots or
units. The standard dictionary definition must he modified because under shoreland
management rules sometimes no lots are permitted to actually touch the shoreline; when.
that happens the "riparian" lots are indicated as those in the "first tier" of development as
provided in part 6120.3800, subpart 4, item A, ofthe shoreland management rules.

This proposed new mandatory category and the corresponding EIScategory at
4410A400, subpart 14a treat "unattached" and "attached" residential units in the same
way, whichis contrary to the practice in the existing residential categori'es. In fact,' the
reason for the distinction between- these terms is fOf setting different thresholds for each .
type in the existing residential categories. This distinction relates to how the units are
grouped into buildings: singles, duplexes, and triplexes are "unattached," while quads and
anything beyond four-in-a-group are defined as being "attached." However, in the case
of residential proj ects in shoreland areas, the EQB believes that all residential units need
to be treated equally - higher thresholds should not apply to attached units. The reason is
that some of the important potential issues from shoreland residential projects depend
only on the number ofunits, not upon how they are grouped. These issues are those
relating to water surface use and the impacts on the lake ecosystem from boat use. Those
impacts are independent ofwllether the boaters live in unattached or attached units.
Issues relating to nonriparian users are probably even greater for attached unit
developments than unattached unit developments, since it is more likely that a
developmet with nonriparian access would involve denser, attached unit-type buildings..
Therefore, throughout the proposed amendments relating to residential development both
types of units are assigned the same thresholds. However, the proposed rules continue to
refer to both types of units, rather than just referring to "units," because if they did not
use the existing terminology there could be confusion over whether the units specified
were unattached or attached. In this SONAR the term "units" (or "lots") will be used for
simplicity and it should be taken to include both "unattached" and "attached" units,
unless il distinction is made in the text.
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Four classes ofresidential developments are listed in this rule, in items B to E. Items B
and C are a pair of categories dealing with "ordinary" shoreland residential
developments, whereas D and E deal with special cases involving access lots and resort
conversions.

The difference between items Band C has to do with the "density" of the project; in
terms of (1) the proportion of the site that is open space; and (2) the number of lots or
units compared to a "reference density" taken from the DNR's shoreland management
rules in chapter 6120. Item B would apply to projects that are "dense" and item C would
apply where the project is not "dense." In terms of open space, the dividing line is
proposed to be set.at 50%; if the whole development fails to include at least 50% open
space (as definecfat 4410.0200, subpart 9a), the thresholds of item B apply. In terms of
·.lot or unit density, the reference density is proposed as the density that would be
allowable on the site according to 16t size standards for single-unit, unsewered lots in part
6120.3300, subparts 2a and 2b of the shoreland management rules. Different standards
are specified for riparian lots and nonriparian10ts, and the nonriparian standard would
apply only in unincorporated areas. If the number of units in the riparian zone, or
nonriparian zoneif the project is not within a city, exceeds the specified standard by more
than 15%, the thresholds of item B will apply.

It is proposed that the lot-unit density standards of chapter 6120 be used for the
application of these thresholds, even if different lot-unit density standards are specified in
whatever local ordinances actually apply to the project. Some local units, especially
cities, have adopted shoreland management ordinances that differ in various respects
from the standards in the DNR's rules. In order to have uniform standards for "density"
across all governmental units, the EQB proposes to use a single set of standards for items
Band C and that is the single, unsewered standards in part 6120.3300, subparts 2a and
2b. This is reasonable because what is desired is simply a point of reference for "dense" .
vs. "non-dense" projects. As explained below, project density is an important surrogate
measure for the potential ofprojects in shorelaild to create environmental impacts.

Originally, the EQB proposed to apply nonriparian density standard of item B, subitem
(3) to all development, not only in unincorporated areas. However, in the May-June 2007
informal comments, a city planner who had been a member of the advisory committee
pointed out that in many ways the chapter 6120 rules do not work well insidecities, and
that in fact most Twin Cities metropolitan area cities had designed their own shoreland
ordinances inore in keeping with their own planning and zoning. One ofhis main points
was that the chapter 6120 standards had been crafted with rural situations,in mind. In
view of these criticisms, the EQB and DNR staff decided that it would be appropriate to
remove the reference to the chapter 6120 density standards from subitem (3) for areas
within cities; the easiest Way to do that is to add the phrase at the beginning "ifany
portion of the project is in an unincorporated area." With this modification, cities will be
able to allow higher densities than the "6120 reference densities" in the nonriparian zone
of projects without triggering the lower thresholds. However, in the riparian zone, the
same cp.apter 6120 reference density standards will apply in cities and in unincorporated
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areas, because ofthe greater need to preserve the riparian zone as a buffer for the
waterbody. This modification recognizes that there are fundamental differences in
zoning for projects in shorelands between more highly-developed city situations and the
situations in unincorporated areas.

Other than open space, the primary environmental distinction between "dense" and "non
dense" residential developments is that higher density means higher impervious surface
coverage. Scientific evidence relates imperviousness to changes in the hydrology, habitat
availability, water quality, and fish and wildlife conditions. As impervious surface
coverage increases on a lot or in a watershed, the amount ofnutrients entering lakes
increases. Research consistently shows that when impervious surface coverage exceeds
about 10 to 12 p~cent, water quality is negative~y hnpacted (Schueler 2003).

Higher runoff changes the hydrology of streams. Stream studies from around the country
in a variety of urbanized areas have identified a thre'shold of 10 percent impervious area
in a watershed beyond which stream water quality and habitat begin to degrade (Schueler
1994). The mechanisms ofthe degradation process are well known. As impervious
surface increases, surface runoff increasingly dominates over infiltration and groundwater
recharge. This allows more rapid runoff and higher peak flows in streams, increases
stream bank erosion and sediment loading to the streambed. The result is wider,
straighter sediment-choked streams, greater temperature fluctuation, loss of streamside
habitat, and loss of in-stream habitat. The naturally variable stream substrate is covered
over by sand and silt. Imperviousness is also an important index of the amount of '
alteration of the landscape. There is a definitive link between fish assemblages and
impervious surface cover.

"Dense"-type developments that would be covered under item A would mostly be
expected to be traditionallot-and-block, or conventional, subdivisions. Conventional
subdivisions spread development throughout a parcel of land without considering natural
or cultural features. Item C would typically apply to conservation subdivisions and
planned unit developments in the shoreland. A conservation subdivision is a method of
subdivision characterized by common open space and clustered compact lots. Critical
natural areas, community recreational areas, and common opyn space are identified and
protected, then, buildable areas are identified and a majority of the lots and homes are
clustered around these protected areas.

It is reasonable to allow higher environmental review thresholds for conservation
subdivision developments since they more often incorporate protection ofnatural ,
resources in their design. Conservation subdivisions can be a valuable tool for protecting
water quality and wildlife habitat. These developments may have less impervious surface
coverage than conventional subdivisions ofthesame size, since houses are clustered on
only a portion of the land. Also, vulnerable natural features can be incorporated within
the open space, instead ofbeing a part of someone' s lot, as with conventional
subdivisions.
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Planned unit development (or PUD) is a method of land use or development
characterized by a unified site design for a number of dwelling units or dwelling sites on
a parcel, whether for sale, rent, or lease, and that incorporates clustering of these units or
sites to provide areas of common open space, and a mix of structure types and land uses.
These developments may be organized and operated as residential or commercial
enterprises such as individual dwelling units, townhouses, condominiums, time-share
condominiums, cooperatives, common interest communities, shared-interest
communities, or apartment buildings. The same higher environmental review thresholds
should be allowed for PUD developments that meet the open space and density standards
as for conserVation subdivisions.

The threshold values proposed within each mandatory category are based on expert
opinion on the magnitude ofpotential significant environmental issues ofvariously sized
subdivisions, the perception on the distribution of the number of lots created with .
shore1and subdivisions, and advisory committee and public comments.

Item B includes thresholds of 15 lots or .units in a sensitive shore1and area (as defmed at
part 4410.0200, subpart 79b) and 2510ts or units in shore1and areas that are not sensitive.
Item C includes thresholds of 25 lots or units in a, sensitive shore1and area and 50 lots or
units in shore1and areas that are not sensitive. These proposed thresholds can be best
understood in relation to the residential development thresholds in the existing rules. The
existing residential thresholds are specified in part 4410.4300, subpart 19. There the
thresholds depend on several factors, includingwhether the project is within a city or not,
and ifnot, whether it is in a sewered area. The threshold also depends upon whether the
development consists of "unattached" or "attached" units. The lowest threshold in the
existing rules that can apply to a residential development is50 unattached units, which
applies in all unsewered, unincorporated areas. This threshold is the mostlike1y
threshold to apply to a shore1and project, since most occur in unincorporated areas, most
use on-site septic systems, and most consist of unattached units (single-family 10t-and
block subdivisions). Thus, 50 lots or units is a good choice as the point of reference
against which to view ~he proposed new shore1and residential thresholds.

Using 50 lots as a point of reference, the proposed thresholds of items Band C make
sense and are reasonable. Obviously, to be worthwhile, new thresholds for shore1and

.projects need to be lower than the thresholds of the existing rules that otherwise would
apply. And to provide for stricter requirements for the "sensitive" shore1ands and for
higher density projects, two tiers of thresholds need to fit between 0 and 50 units. Using
15 and 25 as intermediate points satisfies this requirement. The proposed thresholds
would look like this is reference to the existing 50 unit thresholds:· lower-density projects
in nonsensitive shoreland areas would have the same 50 lot threshold; both lower-density
projects in sensitive shore1and areas and higher-density projects in nonsensitive shore1and
areas would have a threshold 1'2 as great; and higher-density projects on sensitive
shore1ands would have a threshold a bit less than 1/3 as great. This is a logical and
reasonable scheme which makes sense.
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\ .

Throughout the process of development of the proposed categories the lowest thresholds
considered were in the vicinity of 15 lots. The proposal that accompanied the Request for
Comments in August 2006 used all of the following values as thresholds for some class
ofprojects: 16,20,24,30,32,40 & 50. Because many commenters complained about
the complexity of the original proposal, it was decided to cut back on the distinctions
between projects and on the number of different thresholds. The current proposal with 3
different threshold numbers (15, 25, ,50) accomplishes this.

L

Item D would deal with the special case where a residential project included one or more
access lots (also referred to as "controlled access lots") intended to provide permanent .
mooring space for boats belonging to residents of the development who do not own a
riparian lot (and therefore are not entitled to the riparian right of direct access.) The
proposed category would require an EAW for any residential development that included
even one such access lot. (Note: the EAW would coyer the whole 6fthe project, not just
the access lot.) The issue of access lots has been one of the most contentiouslakeshore
issues ofrecent years, primarily because they add to the water surface use of the lake. In
essence, the question is: how many boats are too many? How many boats should be
parked in the productive zone of lakes, and how many boats should be allowed from a
recreational boat safety perspective?

The Minnesota DNR's guideline for public access development is 10 acres/boat. For
metro lakes, public. access sites are developed to reach a 20 acre/boat standard without .
resident or commercial additions (e.g., on a 200 acre metro lake, 10 parking spaces in the
public access is the design goal). Common standards cited elsewhere are 20 acres per
boat on lakes with high-'speed watercraft and 9. acres per boat on small lakes with low
powered watercraft .. Most Minnesota lakes currently do not exceed these standards. In
1998, boating intensities at peak times on weekend/holiday afternoons averaged about 90
acres per boat (Minnesota DNR 1999). However, many lakes in surrounding states
already exceed safe boating capacities, and several Minnesota lakes have also reached
that point (especially Metro lakes as boating intensities at peak times on weekend/holiday
afternoons averaged about 20 acres per boat; Minnesota DNR 1999). One can estimate
that if every lake in the state had the maximum number of lake homes (i.e., using existing
state shore1and standard lot dimensions to generate full residential build-out conditions)
and 10 percent of those lakeshore residents would be boating on nice summer weekends
(DNR boat surveys show that 10 percent of the lake home owners are out boating during
high use weekend afternoons), a large percentage of our lakes would exceed safe boating
capacity. Surveys show boaters' perception of congestion and crowding on the water in
north central Minnesota, went up between 1985 and 1998(15 percent ofboaters thought
lakes were crowded in 1998, up from 5 percent in 1985, likely from the increase in size
and horsepower of boats as lengths had increased an average of two feet and motor sizes
had nearly doubled for this time period). Some local governments have responded to
overcrowding with regulations for those waterbodies to promote safe enjoyment of these
public spaces.
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Given that future development may result in potential overcrowding, and the
controversial nature of access lots whichmay lead to citizen petitions, requiring
environmental review for projects including controlled aqcess lots ap:pears appropriate.

Item E would deal with the special case where a residential development contains at least
one unit or lot that would result from the conversion of an existing resort or other
"commercial POO" -type establishment (motel, hotel, recreational vehicle park or .
campground). It is expected based on past experience that the great majority of such
conversions would involve resorts, so the discussion here focuses on resort conversions.
However, in principle, conversion of any of the other types. of ~ommercialPOOs should
be treated in a similar fashion.

Resort conversions have recently been a serious issue with the public. Citizens are
concerned about the creation ofnonconforming lots that may jeopardize or degrade water
.quality or the environment due to undesirably dense numbers of residential units in the
shoreland. Therefore, it is reasonable to require an EAW for resort conversions that
convert to a residential development ifthe proposed densities would exceed the lot-unit
reference densities at part 6120.3300, subparts 2aand 2b (the same standards as used for
items A and B). .

One final aspect of the proposed subpart remains to be explained, item F. The language
of item F is borrowed from existing category 19, where the similar language directs an
RGU about how to consider adjoining land controlled by the same proposer butwhich is
not presently intended for residential development. The same directive should apply to
residential developments in shore1and as in other locations, therefore the language needs
to be repeated in the new subpart 19a.

6. 4410.4300, subpart 20a. Resorts, Campgrounds, and RV parks in
shorelands. The local government unit is the RGU for construction or
expansion of a resort or other seasonal or permanent recreational
development located wholly or partially in shoreland, accessible by
vehicle, of a type listed in items A or B.
A. Construction or addition of 25 or more units or sites in a sensitive
shoreland area or 50 units or sites in a nonsensitive shoreland area if at
least 50% of the area in shoreland is common open space; or
B.. Construction or addition of 15 or more units or sites in a sensitive
shoreland area or 25 or more units or sites in a nonsensitive shoreland
area, ifless than 50% of the area in shoreland is common open space.

This new subpart is analogous to items A and B of subpart 19a discussed immediately
above. An alternative approach would have been to incorporate resorts, campgrounds,
and RV parks into the categories of subpart 19a, items A and B, since the thresholds are
the same. However, it was decided that a better choice would be to have this separate
subpart for two reasons. First, trying to add resorts, campgrounds, and RV parks would
have made the text of subpart 19a, items A and 13 more complicated than it already is and
would tend to "hide" these sorts ofprojects amidst the residential project types of subpart
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19a.The second is that separating out subpart 20a makes it more likely that project
proposers, RGUs, and the public will be able to find and apply this category. Existing
subpart 20 is captioned "campgrounds and RV parks." By making these thresholds a new
subpart 20a, the chances are maximized that the categories will be found when people
examine the rules. The explanation of how the thresholds would work and their
justification is the same as given for items A and B of subpart 19a above.

7. 4410.4300, subpart 36a. Land conversions in shoreland.
. A. For a project that alters 800 feet of the shoreline in a sensitive
, shoreland area or 1320 feet of shoreline ina nonsensitive shoreland area,

the local governmental unit is the RGD.
B., For a project that alters more than 50% of the shore impact zone ifthe
afteration measures at least 5,000 square feet, the local governmental unit

.istheRGU.
C.. Fora project that permanently converts 20 or more acres offorested or
other naturally vegetated land in a sensitive shoreland area or 40 or more
acres of forested or other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive
shdreland area, the local governmental unitis the RGU.

These three new thresholds are proposed at subpart 36a to parallel the existing subpart 36
that covers "land use conversion, including golf courses." Items A to, C cover three
classes of land conversions that may occur in shbrelands with potential for significant
environmental effects. Item C closely parallels the threshold at subpart 36 dealing with
permanent conversion of 80 or more acres of forested or other naturally vegetated land;
which is the main reason for locating this new category at subpart 36a.

Item A would deal with the alteration or disturbance ofthe shoreline itself. Alterations
could involve placing riprap or other materials at the shoreline or grading or other
physical disruption of the shoreline. The linear distance that would need to be altered
would be 800 feet for a sensitive shoreland area or 1320 feet for a nonsenstive shoreland
area. It should be noted that in counting the distance altered, the EQB would intend that
the count be cumulative for the entire project so that ifthe alterations were broken into
discontinuous stretches, all the stretches would be added. This is consistent with the
standard way ofcounting other linear thresholds in the rules.. '

ItemB would cover' alteration or disruption of ground within the shore impact zone,
which is the tier ofland between the shoreline and a line at 1'2 the building setback
distance (see definition at 4410.0200, subpart 81a.) This category has a two-part
threshold, and to fit the category a project would need to exceed both thresholds: cover at
least 5,000 square feet of ground area and comprise at least 50% of the shore impact zone
for the project's parcel. Any project meeting both these size criteria in the shoreland
would be substantial enough that it may have the potential for significant environmental
effects.

Item C proposes two thresholds, one for sensitive and the other for nonsensitive
shorehJ;nds, of20 and 40 acres, respectively, ofpermanent conversion of naturally
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vegetated land, including forests. The wording of this categoryis patterned on that in
existing category 36, land use conversions (including golf courses) and also 37,
recreational trails, except for the threshold values. Considering that the non-shoreland
area threshold in subpart 36 is 80 acres, setting the threshold at 20 acres in sensitive
shorelands and 40 in nonsensitive shorelands is reasonable, in view ofthe importance of
shoreland buffering as described below.

The proposedthresholds for all three items in this subpart are based on the consequences
of altered nearshore areas on fish and wildlife resources and the value of shoreline'
buffers; It is necessary and important to tequire that thresholds be based on the
'alterations to vegetation and topography since the mismanagement ofvegetation and soil
has and will adversely impact the natural resolirces of shoreland areas. The consequerlces
'include: erosion-and sedimentation to surface waters, which'impairs or destroy~ fish and
wildlife habitat; soil sedimentation; the intentional filling of areas that previously held
and filtered surface water runoff for a period before drainage or discharge to a waterbody;
and the clearing of shoreland vegetation that once provided natUral' screening of

, shoreland development and maintained the scenic vistas of our many lakes and streams.
Most importantly, the conversion of the shoreline has adverse impacts on water quality.

Shoreline buffers are corridors ofnatural vegetation along rivers, streams, and lakes
which help to protect water quality by providing a transition between upland '
development and adjoining public water. A shoreline buffer ofnatural vegetation traps;
filters and iinpends runoff. Buffers stabilize lake and river banks, offer scenic screening
of shoreland development, reduce erosion, control sedimentation, and provide habitat for
shoreline species. Native vegetation, with its deep root systems and natural duff layer, act
like a sponge to hold runoff and associated pollutants. '

Alteration or conversion of nearshore zones destroys annual and perennial ground cover
for small animals and birds, such as loons. The nearshore areas adjacent to lakes and
rivers are considered one of the richest zones for aquatic organisms. This area has an
overlap of ecological zones between upland and aquatic habitats where, species from both
zones. live. An additional benefit of shoreline buffers is the shading function that it
provides, which can keep the temperature down during the summer. This ecological
service is especially important for trout streams. Buffer areas can also cool off warm
runoffby slowing down runoff as it flows through vegetation. Additional benefits of
cooling are that water will hold more oxygen at lower temperatures and more desirable
aquatic life thrives in cooler water.

I. Amendments to the Mandatory EIS categories at part 4410.4400:

1. Introduction. All of the proposed amendments in part 4410.4400, except that at
subpart 28, are part of the overall effort to add mandatory categories to the rules that
explicitly address types ofprojects in shoreland areas that may have the potential for
significant environmental effects.
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The general material presented at the beginning of the mandatory EAW thresholds
section at part 4410.4300 about the rationale for new categories specific to shorelands
and the designation ofRGUs also applies to this section on mandatory EIS categories and
will not be repeated here. The material presented here will deal with the rationale for
each proposed new mandatory EIS category.

2. Subp. 9. Nonmetallic mineral mining. Items A and-B to C designate the
RGUfor the typeofproject listed:

[A and B unchanged.] . ..
C. For development of a facility for the extraction or mining of sand,
gravel, stone, or other nonmetallic minerals, other than peat, which will
excavate 40 or more acres of forested or other naturally vegetated land in a .
sensitive shoreland area or 80 or more acres of forested or other naturally
vegetated land in a nonsensitive shoreland area,;the local government unit
istheRGU.

This proposed amendment is a special case of the more general amendment at part
4410.4400, subpart 27. The saine thresholds and parameters are involved. The reason
for adding this separate amendment is to place the new EIS requirements at a point in the· .
rules likely to be consulted by mining companies and other persons examining the rules
to see how nonmetallic mining may be affected. As for the corresponding EAW
category (at part 4410.4300, subpart .12), it should be noted that item C does not contain
the qualifier "to a mean depth often feet or more during its existence" that appears in
item B which applies to nonmetallic mining that does not occur in a shoreland. This is
because the types of impacts that item C is concerned with do not depend on the depth of
the excavation; the critical factor is that the surface vegetation is destroyed or disrupted.

3. Subp. 14a. Residential development in shoreland.
A. The local governmental unit is the RGU for construction of a
permanent or potentially permanent residential development located
wholly or partially in shoreland of a type listed in items B to D. For
purposes of this subpart "riparian unit" means a unit in a development
that abuts a public water or, in the case of a development where units are
not allowed to abut the public water, is located in the first tier of the
development as provided in part 6120.3800, subpart 4, item A.
B. A development containing 50 or more unattached or attached units for .
a sensitive shoreland area or 100 or more unattached or attached units for
a nonsensitive shoreland area, if any of the following conditions is present:

(1) less than 50% of the area in shoreland is common open
space;

(2) the number of riparian units exceeds by at least 15% the
number of riparian lots that would be allowable calculated
according to the applicable lot area and width standards for
riparian unsewered single lots given in part 6120.3300,
subparts 2a and 2b; or
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(3) any portion of the project is in an unincorporated area.
C. A development of 100 ormore unattached or attached units for a
sensitive shoreland area or 200 or more unattached or attached units for a
nonsensitive shoreland area, if none of the conditions listed in item B is
present.
D. A development creating 20 or more unattached or attached units for a
sensitive shoreland area or 40 or more unattached or attached units for a
nonsensitive shoreland area by the conversion of a resort, motel, hotel,
recreational vehicle park or campground, if either of the following
:conditions is present:

(l) the number of nonriparian units located in shoreland exceeds
by at least 15% the number of lots that would be allowable
on the parcel calculatedaccording to the applicable lot area
and width standards for nonriparian unsewered single lots
pursuant to part 6120.3300, subparts 2a and 2b; or

(2) the number of riparian units exceeds by at least 15% the
number of riparian lots that would be allowable calculated
according to the applicable lot area and width standards for
riparian unsewered single lots pursuant to part 6120.3300,
subparts 2a and 2b.

E. An EIS is required for residential development if the total number of
units that the proposer may ultimately develop on all contiguous land
owned by the proposer or for which the proposerhas an option to
purchase, except land identified by an applicable comprehensive plan,
ordinance, resolution, or agreement of a local governmental unit for a
future use other than residential development, equals or exceeds a
threshold of this subpart. In counting the total number of ultimate units,
the ROD shall include the number of units in any plans of the proposer.
For land for which the proposer has not yet prepared plans, the ROD shall
use as the number of units the product of the number of acres multiplied
by the maximum number of units per acre allowable under the applicable
zoning ordinance, or if the maximum number of units allowable per acre is
not specified in an applicable zoning ordinance, by the overall average
number of units per acre indicated in the plans of the proposer for those
lands for which plans exist.

The explanations given at part 4410.4300, subpati 19a regarding the definition of
"riparian" as used in the introduction to this subpart and the use of "unattached" and
"attached" units applies equally to this subpart and will not be repeated here.

The EQB is proposing two threshold levels for "ordinary" residential development (items
B and C) and a special threshold (item D) that deals with the special case where the
development creates lots or units by the conversion of an existing resort or other
commercial PDD-type development. The thresholds of items Band C vary depending on
the density of the project and whether it is located in a city or unincorporated area. Here
density ;efers to (1) the proportion of the site that is open space; and (2) the number of
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lots or units in the riparian zone compared to a "reference density" taken from the DNR's
shore1and management rules in chapter 6120. This is the same density concept that "
applies to the similar EAW thresholds at part 4410.4300, subpart 19a, and which is
explained at that section of the SONAR. The thresholds of item B would apply to all
projects in unincorporated areas, regardless of their density. In cities, the lower'
thresholds of item B would apply to projects that are "dense" and the higher thresholds of
item C would apply to projects that are not "dense."

For sensitive shoreland areas, theEIS thresholds proposed are 50 and 100 units, which
will apply toimincorporated areas and "dense" projects in cities and to "non-dense"
projects in cities, re"spective1y. A 50-ut# development in sensitive shoreland of an
unincorporated area.is a large project, as shown by the development size profiles on
graph 1, attachni<;mt ~. Considering this and the sensitivity of shorelands to development
it is reasonable to set the EIS threshold for these situations at 50 units, which corresponds
to the EAW threshold that would most likely apply to these situations under the present
rules and which is one-half the size of the most likely existing EIS threshold that would
apply.

It is reasonable to set higher thresholds for an EIS in cities than in unincorporated areas. "
As noted in the SONAR from the 1982 ruleinaking when the existing residential
threshold system was established, because of their greater infrastructure, community
services, and planning cities are in general better able to accommodate human
development without major disruptions than are unincorporated areas. However, the
higher threshold is proposed only where the project provides sufficient open space and is
not overly-dense in terms ofunits in the riparian zone. The proposed thresholds are
considerably lower than the EIS thresholds that now apply in cities. For projects within a

"in the EIS analysis for many projects the thresholds are 1,000 unattached or 1500
attached units. Because ofthe biological sensitivity of shoreland areas, as discussed
previously at part 4410:4300, the EQB believes it is appropriate to lower the EIS
thresholds for projects in shorelands of cities.

As for the proposed shoreland residential project EAW thresholds, it is proposed to apply
a threshold in nonsensitive shoreland areas that is twice the size of the threshold for
sensitive shoreland areas. It is reasonable to do this due to the differences in the
biological sensitivities of the categories of shore1ands.

Item D deals with the special case where a residential development creates 20 (sensitive
shoreland) or 40 (nonsensitive) lots or units by the conversion of an existing resort or
other commercial PUD-type development. The item D thresholds are reasonable given
the potential environmental impacts from resort conversions that large and the size
frequency distribution ofMinnesota resorts: the median number ofunits is about 10 units
per resort arid less than 5 percent ofMinnesota resorts have more than 40 units. Thus, the
item D threshold is quite unlikely to be exceeded. (According to the survey returns
explained in seCtion IILA (5) ofthis SONAR, between 1997 and 2006 only one instance
occurred where a resort was converted into a residential project of sufficient size to have
exceed,edthe proposed EIS threshold of item D (and that project mayor may not have
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exceeded the density standards proposed)). Given the concerns and controversies over.
resort conversions (and other commercial PUD conversions although·they are much less
common than resort conversions), it is appropriate to create a mandatory EIS category for
such projects with thresholds set at the levels proposed. .

4. Subp. 26. Resorts, Campgrounds, and RV parks in shorelands. For
construction or expansion of a resort or other seasonal or permanent
recreational development, accessible by vehiCle, adding 100 or more units

. or sites in a sensitive shore1and area or 200 or more units or sites in a
nonsensitive shore1and area, the local governmental unit is the RGU.

This new subpart;is analogous to item C of subpart 14a discussed immediately above. As
explained for the analogous EAW categories, an alternative approach would have been to
incorporate resorts, campgrounds, and RV parks into the categories of subpart 14a, since
the thresho1ds.are the same. However; it was decided that a better choice would be to
have this be a separate subpart to avoid "hiding" these sorts ofprojects amidst the
residential project types of subpart 14a and to make it more likely that project proposers,
RGUs, and the public will be able to find and apply this category byvirtue of ithaving its
own subpart and caption. The explanation ofhow the thresholds would work and their
justification is the same as given for subpart 14a above.

5. Subp.27. Land conversion in shorelands For a project that
permanently converts 40 or more acres of forested or other naturally
vegetated land in a sensitive shore1and area or 80 or more acres of forested
or other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive shore1and area, the local
government unit is the RGU.

This subpart proposes two thresholds, one for sensitive and the other for nonsensitive
shore1ands, of40 and 80 acres, respectively, ofpermanent conversion of naturally
vegetated land, including forests. The wording of this category is patterned on that in
existing the EAW category at 4410.4300, subpart 36, land use conversions (including
golf courses) and also 37, recreational trails, except for the threshold value.

Currently, there are no EIS thresholds based on land conversion. However, because of
the special sensitivity of shore1ands and the increasing development pressures on
shore1ands, it is appropriate to establish an EIS category for land conversions in
shore1ands. The proposed threshold in nonsensitive shore1and is set at 80 acres, which is
the same as the existing EAW threshold for nonshore1and projects. The proposed
threshold for sensitive shoreland areas is set at 40 acres which is ~ the existing EAW
threshold fornon-shore1and projects Both thresholds are twice the corresponding
proposed EAW thresl101ds at part 4410.4300, subpart 36a. Considering the potential
environmental impacts of shore1and alterations as described in the rationale for part
4410.4300, subpart 36a, the proposed thresholds are reasonable.
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6. . Subp. 28. 'Genetically engineered wild rice. For the release and a permit
for a release of genetically engineered wild rice for which an EIS is
required by Minnesota Statutes, section 116C.94, subdivision 1, (b), the
EQB is the RGD.

This new subpart .establishes a mandatory category for preparation of an EIS for any
project'proposed in Minnesota that would involve the release and a permit for a release of .
genetically engineered wild rice. The 2007 session of the Minnesota Legislature enacted
a law makingthis specific requirement (Laws ofMinnesota, Chapter 57, Article 1,
$ection 141). The wording of this categoryfollows the language of the enactment of that
session law.

Currently there are no EIS thresholds for release of any genetically engineered
organisms; hence this new category. There is a requirement for an EAW at chapter
4410.4300, subpart35. This is for release of any genetically engineered organism that
requires a permit under chapter 4420 or for genetically engineered organisms covered by
.a significant envirornilental permit program ofa permitting state agency. This new EIS
req~irement goes beyond that and is specific to genetically engineered wild rice only.

The Minnesota Department ofAgriculture has a significant environmental permit
program, authorized at Minnesota Statutes 2006, Chapter 18F- Genetically Engineered
Organisms. Under that statute, wild rice is specifically named as an Agriculturally
Related Organism (chapter 18F.02, Definitions, subdivision 2a). Wild rice is subject to
the Department ofAgriculture permit program if produced by genetic engineering
methods.

A further requirement of Laws ofMinnesota, Chapter 57, Article 1, Section 142 applies
the requirement to prepare an EIS in essentially all cases. It eliminates the availability of
exceptions or exemptions from environmental review to any permit covered by a
qualified federal program, or application by an individual permit applicant seeking an
exemption from the board or permitting state agency. The requirement for an EIS for the
release and a permit for a release of genetically engineered wild rice is uniform.

J. Amendments to the Exemptions at 4410.4600:

1. Subpart 1. Scope of exemptions. Projects within subparts 2 and 26 :);l

are exempt from parts 4410.0200 to 4410.6500. Projects within subparts 3
to 25 and 27 are exempt from parts 4410.0200 to 4410.6500, unless they
have characteristics which meet or exceed any of the thresholds specified
in part 4410.4300 or 4410.4400.

This amendment merely corrects inaccurate citations in subpart 1 that occurred as part of
a rulemaking.in 2005. At that time the EQB adopted new mandatory EAWand
exemption categories for certain types ofrecreational trails, which added a new subpart
27 to the list of exemptions. That new subpart should have been cited as for subparts 3 to
25, which is the list of "project-type" exemptions, which apply to projects because of the
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type ofphysical activity involved. However, instead subpart 27 was grouped with
subpart,2, which is a list of "standard" exemptio.ns which is bas~d on the permitting status
of a project (e.g., it is exempt because all permits have already been issued). At the same

·time, subpart 26, governmental activities, which is akin to subpart 2 and which fOrinerly
had been grouped with subpart 2, became grouped with the "project-type" subparts. No
one noticed these errors until after the rules had gone into effect. The amendment
proposed would place subparts 27 and 26 within their proper groupings, as should have.
been done when the rules were adopted.

2. 'Subp. 12. Residential development. The following projects are exempt:
[Item A unchanged.]
B., Construction ofless than 10 residential units located in shoreland,
provided all land in the development that lies within 300 feet of the
ordinary high water level of the lake or river, or edge of any wetland
adjacent to the lake or river, is preserved as common open space.
C.' [see text of existing item B]

This new exemption is part of the addition ofnew mandatory categories to the rules for
projects in shorelands. The idea was suggested by connnenters during the informal
comment period in May and June 2007. The Wildlife Society, which had been a
participant in the process since the DNR advisory committee, suggested that since
protection of shoreland as a buffer was so important, it would be appropriate to create an
exemption category for projects that incorporated a good buffer zone. Acting on that

·suggestion, DNR and EQB staff developed this proposed exemption. Because projects
that are exempted are not eligible for even discretionary environmental review, it is
important to be conservative in designing exemption categories. Hence, the EQB
proposes to limit this exemption to projects of9 or fewer units. However, as shown by
the survey data analyzed in section III, the great majority of residential shoreland projects
are in this size range.

This proposed category would only apply to a project if all of the land within the
development site that lies within the specified 300 foot zone is dedicated as common

·open space. The only uses that would be allowable in order for the exemption to apply
would be open space-oriented uses; no structures would be allowed. The 300 foot zone
would be measured from the ordinary high water level (as is deflned in the DNR's
shoreland management rules) 'ofthe lake or river, unless there were a wetland "fringe"
along the lake or river (where the wetland actually emerges from the edge ofthe lake or
river), in whichcase the distance would be measured from the delineated edge of the
wetland.

Three hundred feet was chosen as the necessary size of the buffer zone for several
reasons. First, this distance corresponds to twice the building setback distance for natural
environment-classed lakes. Most ofthe anticipated development pressure is on this class
of lake (or bays of lakes). Second, this distance has been effectively used elsewhere to
protect water quality while providing open space amenities for communities. In addition,
while tJ1e reconimended buffer depth for wildlife habitat varies by species, protecting
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diverse riparian wildlife habitats and communities requires some buffers of at-least 300
feet (Wenger 1999).

3. Subp. 26. Governmental activities. Proposals and enactments of the
legislature, rules or orders of governmental units, adoption and

. amendment of comprehensive and other plans, zoning ordinances, or other
official controls by local governmental units, rezoning actions by a local
governmental unit unless the action would be primarily for the benefit of a

. specific project or projects, adoption and amendment ofplans by state
, agencies, executive orders of the governor or their implementation by

governmental units, judicial orders, ~nd submissions ofproposals to a vote
o[the people of the state are exempt.

The EQB has a long-standing interpretation that quasi-legislative actions are not
subject to this program; this distinction draws a line between "projects" and
"plans," the former being subject to the program and the latter not. Adoption of
plans by state agencies and local units andzoning decisions by local units, with
the caveat described, are considered not subject to the program, and to the
knowledge of the EQB staffhave never been the subject of an EAW or EIS in the
history of the program.

This distinction is based on the definition of "project" at part 4410.0200, subp. 65,
and the exemption category at subpart 26 where certain governmental actions are
explicitly declared exempt. Curiously, the existing language of subpart 26
(adopted in 1982) fails to explicitly list some types of actions that seem very
similar to some that are included. For instance, the rule includes "rules or orders
of goverinnental units" but does not also list local ordinances. Nor is the adoption
of comprehensive plans or other local plans or state agency plans of any sort
listed. It is difficult to see why the missing actions were not placed on the list, as
they clearly appear to meet the criteria used in the rulemaking. The 1982 SONAR
states: "The categories included in this category area do not represent project
specific actions. These actions may affect the environment indirectly (i.e., by
appropriating money, providing general authority, etc.) however, the~e actions are
followed by other governmental action that will implement the action and directly
affect the environment. Environmental review is more reasonable at the point of
impleinentation." (page 163).'

"Project" is defined as "a governmental action, the results ofwhich would cause
physical manipulation of the environment, directly or indirectly." (4410.0200,
subp.65) Comparing the use of the word "indirectly" in the 1982 SONAR to its
use in the definition of "project" (also from 1982), indicates an ambiguity about
whether a governmental action that "indirectly" affects the environment is or is
not within the program - the SONAR indicates that it is not but the definition
suggests that it is. The ambiguity"is settled for those governmental actions that
are clearly listed in subpart 26, but for those not lis,ted in subpart 26, some doubt
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remains - although consistency of application argues that similar but unlisted
quasi-legislative actions must alsobe exempted.

lnthe case Minnesotans for Responsible Recreation vs. Department ofNatural
Resources & All-Terrain Vehicle Association ofMinnesota (October 1, 2002, cx
02-404, C8-02-420 & C5-02-441), the Minnesota Court of Appeals addressed the
question of the distinction between proje!)ts and plans and ripeness for
environmental review. The court concluded that for purposes ofMEPA a project
"is a 'definite" site-specific, action that contemplates on-the-ground environmental
changes, including changes in the nature of the use." The court also concluded
that the'system plans for recreational trail development that were challenged in
the case were "too broad and speculative to provide the basis for meaningful
environmental review."

The EQB believes that the court's opinion in this case supports the inclusion of
the missing quasi-legislative actions in the list of exemptions at subpart 26. The
court's logic parallels that ofthe 1982 SONAR in concluding that environmental

.review should occur only when definite site-specific information becomes'
available. Broader, conceptual-level governmental actions are not appropriate for
environmental review. At the state agency level, this would include exempting
the adoption and amendment ofplans. At the local level, it would cover adoption
and amendment of comprehensive plans and other plans, ordinances, and related
"official controls," but not rezoning done primarily to pave the way for specific
known projects.

V. LISTS OF WITNESSES
& EXHIBITS AT HEARINGS

A. Witnesses

The EQB anticipates having the following witnesses testify in support of the need for and
reasonableness of the rules:

1. Gregg Downing and Jon Larsen, EQB staff, will testify about the
development and content ofthe rules.

2. The following 'staff ofthe Department ofNatural Resources will be
available to provide information about shoreland management, the
scientific basis for proposed mandatory categories for projects in
shoreland; and the process by which the mandatory categories were
developed: Peder Otterson, Division of Waters, Paul Radomski, Division
of Ecological Services & Matt Langan, Environmental Review Section,
Division ofEcological Services.
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B. Exhibits

In support of the need for and reasonableness of the proposed rules, the EQB anticipates
that it will enter the following exhibits into the hearing record. (Note: some of the listed
Exhibits have been made Attachments to theSONAR document; others will be
introduced into the hearing record.) .

SONAR Attachment 1. "Public Notice: EQB seeks input on proposals for
amending Environmental Review rules regarding "cumulative impacts or effects,"
May 2, 2007, by EQB staff.

SONAR Attachment 2. Shoreland Projects Survey; data request to local
governmenhllunits by the Enviro~entalQuality Board, May, 2007

SONAR Attachment 3. Graph 1: frequency distribution of shoreland residential .
. projects reported by RGUs 1997 to 2006 by size category.

SONAR Attachment 4. Background Information In Support of the Statement of
Need and Reasonableness for the EAWand EIS Shoreland Threshold Categories,
by Minnesota DNR staff, Apri12007.

SONAR Attachment 5. Fact sheet: "Lakeshore development category (new):
. Environmental Quality Board study ofmandatory threshold levels for

environmental review," November 2004.

Requests for Comments documents and resulting public comments

Informal comments documents and public responses, June & September 2007

Memorandum from James L. Connaughton, Chairman, CEQ, titled "Guidance of
the consideration of past actions in cumulative effects analysis," June 24, 2005
(cited at part 4410.2300)

Mimiesota Supreme Court CARD opinion

EQB amicus brief in CARD case

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the proposed rules are both needed and

Dated:
-----'---"--+---7---
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Supplement
To Statement of Need and Reasonableness, signed September 27, 2007,

For Revisions to the Environmental Review Program Rules, Chapter 4410

This document explains the need for and reasonableness of four additional amendments
.to the Environmental Review program rules that the Environmental Quality Board has
decided to add to the group ofproposed amendments authorized in July 2007. These
amendments would revise the following parts of the rules:

4410;.0400, subpart 4, Appeal of final decisions,
4410.1000, subpart 5, Change in proposed project;· new EAW,
4410.1700, subpart 5, Distribution of decision [on the need for an EIS] &
4410.460'0, subpart 7, [Exemption for] Storage facilities.·

The Board approved the addition of these amendments to this rulemaking on May 15,
2008 and directed the Chair to add a Supplement addressing these amendments to the
existing SONAR, signed on September 27, 2007. Because rulemaking hearings on the
amendments authorized in: July 2007 were still pending, the EQB decided to include these
four amendments as part of that rulemaking ratherthan adopt them through an
independent rulemaking procedure.

Specifically, this document supplements section IV of the SONAR with respect to the
four additional amendments. Sections I to III & V of the SONAR are not affected by the
addition of the four proposed rule amendments.

IV. Rule-by-RuleAnalysis of Need and Reasonableness

4410.0400, subpart 4. Appeal of final decisions. Decisions by an RGU on the need for
an EAW, the need for an EIS.. and-the adequacy of an EIS and the adequacy of an
Alternative Urban Areawide Review document are final decisions and may be reviewed
by a d~claratory judgment action initiated within 30 days of the RGU's decision in the
district court ofthe county where the proposed project, or any part thereof, would be
undertaken.

Explanation: This amendment would make explicit in the rules that an RGU's decision
on the adequacy of a final AUAR analysis document (which includes the mitigation plan)
is a final decision that is appealable in district court, in the sarne manner as for decisions.
about the adequacy ofEISs. This is implicit due to the fact that the AUAR document is a
substitute for EISs (as well as for EAWs) that would otherwise be required, but the rules
would be clearer if an explicit statement of this were made. There have been legal
challenges to AUAR adequacy decisions in the past.

4410.1000, subpart 5. Change in proposed project; new EAW. If, after a negative
declaration has been issued but before the proposed project has received all approvals or
been implemented, theRGU determines that a substantial change has been made in the
propo~ed project or has occurred in the ROO's project's circumstances, which change
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may affect thepotential for significant adverse environmental effects that were not
addressed in the existing EAW, a new EAW is required.

Explanation: As part of the Phase 1 amendments adopted in 2006, the phrase "or has
occurred in the RGU'scircumstances" was added to this subpart. The original intent was
to refer to the circumstances surrounding the project, not the circumstances of the RGU.
However, in its draft ofthe rules given to the Revisor's office, the EQB staffused the
pronoun "its" rather than the word "project." The Revisor's office attempted to improve
the wording by replacing this indefinite pronoun with a specific noun,. but mistakenly
chose "RGU's" rather than "project's" as the word to substitute. Unfortunately,
throughout the rulemaking process no one noted that the wrong word had been used in
the amendment. ,The current amendment would merely correct this error and retuni the
meaning to thaforiginally intended by the EQB.

4410.1700, subpart 5. Distribution Of decision [on the need for an EIS]. The RGU's
decision shall be provided, within 5 days, to all persons on the EAW distribution list
pursuant to part 4410.1500, to all persons that commented in writing during the 30-day
review period, and to any person upon written request. All persons who submitted timely
and substantive comments on the EAW shall be sent a copy of the RGU's response to
those comments prepared under subpart 4. Upon, notification, the EQB staff shall
publish the RGU's decision in the EQB Monitor; If the decision is a positive declaration,
the RGU shall also indicate. in the decision the date, time, and place of the scoping review
meeting. .

Explanation: In the Phase 1 amendment adopted in 2006, the EQB made a change to the
rules at part 4410.2100, subpart 4, item A, that affected the timing of the notice for a
scoping review meeting following a "positive declaration" on the need for an EIS. That
amendment, which required the proposer of the project to make payment to the RGU for
the expected cost of scoping prior to notice of the scoping meeting, created a conflict
with the requirements of this subpart. This subpart requires notice of the meeting to be
issued within 5 days of the EIS need decision, while the amendment at part 4410.2100,
subpart 5 requires the notice to be published within 15 days after receipt of the proposer's
'cost payment. In most cases, these two timeframes are not compatible.

The preferred way to resolve this conflict is to delete the requirement in this subpart that
the notice of the positive dedaration include notice of the scoping review meeting.
Notice ofthe scoping meeting will occur later as a separate notice, after receipt ofthe
scoping cost payment. While this change would require the RGU to issue an· extra public
notice, it would have the benefit of providing more time for the RGU staff to prepare
information about the intended scope of the EIS to include in: the notice of the scoping
review meeting. Having better information prior to the meeting should facilitate better
comments from the public on the scope of the EIS.

4410.4600, subpart 7. [Exemption for] Storage Facilities. Construction of a facility
designed for or capable ofstoring less than 750 tons of coal or more, with an annual
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throughput of less than 12,500 tons of coal, or the expansion of an existing facility by
these respective amounts, is exempt.

. Explanation: . The EQB staff recently noticed while proof-reading a document that cited
this rule, that the extraneous words "or more" occur in this infrequently-used exemption
category. Staff speculates that this phrase was inadvertently carried oVer into this
exemption in 1982 because it is frequently used in the mandatory EAWand EIS
categories for similar types of projects.. While the phrase does not affectthe
interpretation of the exemption, it ought to be removed. .

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, the proposed rule amendme

Dated: .t:-zf-o~
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Supplement #2

To Statement of Need and Reasonableness, signed September 27, 2007,
For Revisions to the Environmental Review Program Rules, Chapter 4410

This document supplements section III of the SONAR with respect to the requirement
that the EQB consult with the Minnesota Department of Finance (now Minnesota
Management & BUdget) regarding the fiscal impact and fiscal benefits of the proposed

. rule on units of local government.

The EQB requested assistance from the Department of Finance in evaluating the fiscal
impacts upon local units of government by means ofa letter dated October 5, 2007,
accompanied by copies of the proposed rule amendments and the SONAR. A copy of
that letter is attached to this Supplement.

The EQB received a response memorandum from the Department of Finance dated
January 9,2008, a copy of which is attached to this Supplement. The memorandum
summarizes the evaluation by the Executive Budget Officer.

Dated: ;1--/7,.... ~~

Attachments to this Supplement:
Letter to Department of Finance, dated October 5, 2007
Memorandum from Department of Finance, dated January 9, 2008



Environmental Qualitv Board
65Ej CEDAR STREET

ST. PAUL. MN 551 5;;
FHONE: 65 '-297-1 257

FAX: 65 1-296-3698
TTr: 80D-627-352!;j
'MNW.EQB.STATE.MN.US

Re:

October: 5, 2007

Ms. Peggy Lexau
Executive Budget Officer .
Miilnesota Department ofFinance
Room400 Centennial Bldg.
658 Cedar St.
St. Paul, MN 55155

In the Matter of the Proposed Amendments to Rules of the Minnesota .
Environmental Quality Board Governing the Environmental Review Program,
Minnesota,Rules, chapter 44J0; Governor's Tracking #AR 344 .

Dear Ms. Lexau:

. Minnesota Statutes; section 14.131, requires that an agency engaged in rulemaking consult with
the Commissioner ofFin~ce lito help evaluate the fiscal impact and fiscal benefits of'the proposed

. rule on units ofloeal government."

Enclosed for your review are copies of the following documents on proposed amendments to the
rules for the Environmental Review program. .

1. The Governor's Office Proposed Rule and SONAR Form (signed by Board Chair Gene
Hugoson).

2. .the 9/26/07 Revisor's draft of the proposed rule.
3. The SONAR (signed 9/27/07 by Chair Hugoson).

I am also delivering copies of these documents to the Governor's Office.

If you or arty other representative of the Commissioner of Finance have any questions about the
proposed rule amendments, please feel free to call me at 6511201-2476. However, I will be on .
vacation during the period October 15 through October 30. If you should have any quest~ons

during that"time period you 'could contact MiChael Sullivan, EQB Executive Director, at 201,.2462

Please send .any correspondence regar4ingthis matter to me at the folloWing .address: Gregg
Downing, Minnesota Environmental Qua~ity,Board,300 Centennial, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul,
MN 55155 ..

Yours very truly,

Gregg Downing
Environmental Review Coordinator

",

c~
STATFAND COMMUNITY SERVICES



MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF

FINANCE

January 9, 2008

TO:

FROM:

,RE:

Gene Hugoson, Chait - Envirol11uental Quality Board ,
Gregg Downing;'EQB Environmental Review Coordinator

B~i~ Reitan, Executive Budget Officer@2-

M.S., 1:4'.131Revie,v of Proposed Ame~dments to Minnesota Rtiles Chaptc;;r 4410, ','
Governing the Minnes,ota, Environmental Review Program

BACKGROUND
The'Environmeilta~ Quality Board'proposesamendments to Minnesota Rules Chapter 441 OJ which ,
governors the Minnesota EnviromnentaI-Review Program. The proposed changesWQuld amend or add
25 subparts of the,environmental review ~ules. 'Pursuant to M.S. 14.131 the Board has asked the,
Commissioner of Finance tohelp'evaluate the fiscal impact and fiscal benefit of the pt;oposed rule on
loc'a1 units of government.

EVALUATION
On behalf of the Commissioner ofFfnance,'I reviewed the proposed rules and related Statement ofNeed
and Reasonableness (SONAR). My evaluation is summarized below:

,1)- One of the mo~t significant proposed changes for local governments is the creation of new
mandatory EnvirorUllerital Assessmellt Worksheet (EAVI) and Enviro'nment Impact Statement

, (EIS) categories for proj ects located oil shorelands.
2}' The proposed rule will increase the number of EA\VS and EISs that need to be completed by

local govemmentunits.
3)' The EQB has included an extensive assessment of the impact i:n tenns of the number of EAWs

, and £ISs that would need to be completed under the proposed ~ule change.
4) The EQB ,surveyed counties and cities with extensive shoreland and based estimates oftl1e

impact on the response to th(js~ surveys.' The impact on individual counties and ,cities will vary
depending on the quantity and type ofshoreIanlf developmenttaking,place in those communities.

5) Tlie'EQB asserts in the SONAR th,at the,local unit~ of government will not likely have to bear 
,the cost of producing 'additional EAWs and EISs because the cost of the production can be
passed on to the proposers of the developluent projects. ,", ' "

6) Thecost-to local governments ofproducit1g EISs can be recouped from the ,project proposers
,under provisions in the Minnesota Enviromnental PoJicy Act. ' ,

7) The cost to lqcal,governments of producing additionalEAWs will depend on, local poHciesand
ordinances. Some local governments'could experience increased costs if they do not have and do
not adopt ordinances allowing them to charge their costs of preparing EAWs to project
proposers.

I' ••

~OOCeritennlnlnuildilig,• (iSS,Cedar Slteet 0 Sl. Pnul, l\linllcsot~ 55155
Voice: (651)201"8000 0 Fnx:«iSI)296.8G85 0 n"': 1-800-(i27-3529'

"n ElilIlll'Opporlllility Emplo)'er '
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8) An additional component ohhe rule Ghanges relates to the obligation of the responslbleunit of
government to take into account "cumulative potential'effects" in determining if an mSis ,
required for a project. This change is proposed because the MiJUlesota Supreme Court interpreted
the existing rules to require units ofgovernment to consider "cumulative potential effects".in
their evaluations. These changes should not add costs to local government units becaus~ they are
intended as clarifications to existing mles and consistent with the. majority of current practice.

~) The EQBpublished a RequestfbrCom:fuentsonAugust 14~ 2006and'accepled cDmments
through October 16, 2006. SupplementaJ Requests for Comments were published on December
11, "2006 andJune 18, 2007. There has been substantial opportunity for concerned parties to
become aWare <;If and participate in the mlemaking process.' '

Based on this informati{)n;I believe the EQBhas gdeqllat~ly e,xplored the fiscal impact on local units of
government through their survey and analysis. It is iikelythatas: a. result ·of these rule :'Ghanges there will
be some fiscal impact on 10calnl1itsof goverlUl1ent. The magnitude of the impact depeildsonthe extent
to ,which local governments pass the' costs of increased requirements and services to project proposers.
Local ul1itsof gqvernment that commonly produce EAWS and EISs will likely have "costrecapture'
processes already in place. Those local governments that have nothadto complete ,many EAWS and " I
EISs previously would likely be !he oues thaI may iueur costs as the:res.iJlt·of the rule eh"l'Be'.1

!.
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Environmental Quality Board
300 Centennial Build,ing

658 Cedar Street
St Paul, MN 5515~

Voice~ 651.201.2499
Fax: 651.296.3698

NOTICE OF HEARING

Proposed Amendment to Rules Governing the Environment:d Review Program,
- Minnesota Rules, chapter 4410,

Public Hearing.. the Environmental QUality Board (EQB) intends to adopt rules after a public
hearing following the procedures set forth in the rulesofthe Office ofAdministrativeHearings, Minnesota
Rules, parts 1400.2200 to 1400.2240, and the Administrative Procedure.Act, Minnesota Statut~,

sections 14.131 to 14.20. The EQB will hold a public hearing on the above-entitled rules at the following
times.and places and cOntinuing until the hearing is complet~:

• Wednesday, February 25,2009, at the Alexandria Technical College, Room 208, 1601 Jefferson .
Street, Alexandria, MN; one session beginning at 2:00 p.rn. and a secondsessi()n beginning at 7:00
p.m . . . . .. .

• Thursday, February 26, 2009, at the Fort Snelling History Center Auditotium,Fort Snelling, MN, at
the junction ofstate highways 5 & 55; one session beginning at 2:00p.m and a second session· .
beginning at 7:00 p.m .

" Monday, March 2, 2009, at the Hennantown Public Safety Training Facility, 5111 Maple Grove
Road, Htfri:nantown, MN; one session beginning at 2:00 p.rn. and a second session beginning at 7:00
p.rn.

• Wednesday, March 4, 2009; atthe Bemidji Public Library, 509 America Avenue NW, Bemidji, MN;
one session beginning at 2:00 p.rn. and a second session beginning at 7:00 p;m. .

" Thursday, March 5, 2009,NorthlandArboretiun, 14250 Conservation Drive, Baxter, MN; one
. session beginning at 2:00 p.rn. and a second session beginning at 7:00 p.rn..

To find out i/a hearing has been postponed dueto adverse weather conditions, please callthcEQB contact
person listed be/oW.

Additional days ofhearing wili be scheduled ifnecessary. All interested or affected persons will .
have an opportunity to participate by submitting either omi or written data, statements, or arguments.
Statements may be submitted without appearing at the hearing.

Administrative Law Judge. The hearing will be conducted byAdministrative Law Judge Steve·M.
Mihalcbick, who can be reached at the Office ofAdministrative Hearings, 600 North Robert Street, P.O.
Box 64620, St.Pau~ Minnesota 55164-0620, telephone 651/361-7844, and FAX 651/361-7936. The rule

.hearing procedure is governed by Minnesota Statutes,s~tions 14.131 to 14.20, and by the rilles ofthe.
Office ofAdministrative Hearings, Minnesota Ru/es~ and parts 1400.2000 to 1400.2240. Questions .
concerning the rule hearing procedure should be directed to the Administrative Law Judge.
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Subject of Rules, Statutory Authority, and Agency Contact Person. The proposed rules would
amend or add 29 subparts in Chapter 4410 regarding the Envir()nmental Review program. These
amendments consiSt offive topical areas: '.

• New mandatory EAW, EIS, and Exertlptioll.categories that would apply to certain projects
located in the shoreland areas of lake artdrivers;

.. Amendments to how ~he rules handle treatment of"cumulative potential effects" inEAWs,
EIS, arid Alternative Urban Areawide Reviews (AUARs)in response to a 2006 Minnesota
Supreme Court decision;

.. Amendt;nents to the Alternative Urban Areawide Review (AUAR) process with respect to
how speCific individual projects aretreated or how they affect the review;

• A new mandatory EIS category for releases ofgenetically-engineered wild rice, in response
to·a legislative directive in the 2007 session; and

• Misceilanoous other amendments to clarify the meaning ofcertain rule provisions:

Minnesota Statutes, section 116D.04, subdivisions 2a(a),4a, & 5a and section 116D.045 give the
EQB authority adopt rules goveinirtg the EnvironmentalReview progratn.. One specific amendment, the
creation ofa mandatory EIS categoryfor release ofgenetically engitieered wild rice, is also authorized by
Minnesota Laws, 2007, chapter 57, article 1, section 140. A copy ofthe proposed rules is published in the
State Register and attached to this notice as mailed. The proposed rule is also available atthe EQB website,
www.eqb.state.mn.us.. A free copy ofthe rules is available upon request from the agency contact person.

The agency contact person is: Gregg Downing, EQBEnvironmental Review Program, 300 ..
Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, S1. P~lU~ MN 55155; phone, 651/201-2476; FAX, 651/296-3698; and
email gregg.downing@State.mn.us. TTY users may call the Department ofAdministration at 800/627.:..3529.

.Statement ,of Need and Reasonableness. A Statement ofNero and Reasonableness is now
available for review. This statement contains a summary ofthe justification'for the, proposed rules,
including. a description ofwho will be affected by the proposed rules and an estimate ofthe probable cost of
the proposed rules.. The document is available for review at the EQB website (www.eqb.state.mn.US).EQB
,offices and at th~ Office ofAdministrative Hearings. Copies may be obtained at the cost ofreproduction by
contacting the agency contact person.

Public Comment. You and all interested oraffected persons,including representatives of
associations and other interested groups, will have an opport'Q1lity to participate. You may present your .
views either orally at the hearing or in writing at any time before the close ofthe hearing record. All
evidence presented should relate to the proposed niles. You may also submit written material to the
Administrative Law Judge to be recorded in the hearing record for.five working'days after the public
'hearing ends. This five-day comment period may be extended fOJ; a longer period not to exceed20 calendar
days ifordered by the Administrative Law Judge at the hearing. Following thecomrnent penod, there Is a'
five:-working..,day rebuttal period during which the agency and any interested person may respond in writing
to any new fufonnation subniitted. No additional eviden~ may be submitted dur4'lg the five-day rebuttal .
period.. All·comments and responses submitted to the Administrative Law Judge must be received at the
Office ofAdministrative Hearings no later than 4:30 p.m on the due date. All comments Of responses
received will be available for review at the Office ofAdministrativeHearings. ' ..

"



The EQB requests that any person submitting written views or data to the Administrative Law Judge
prior to the hearing or during the commentor rebuttal period also submita copy ofthe written views or data
to the agency contact person at the address stated above.

Alternative Format/Accommodation. Upon request, this Notice canbe, made available in'ail
alternative format, such as: large print, Braille, or cassette tape. To make such a request or ifyou need art ,

accommodation to make this hearing accessible, please contact the agency contact person at the address or
telephone number listed above.

Modifications. The proposed rules may be modified asa result ofthe rule hearing process;
Modifications must beisupported by data and views presented during the rule hearing process, and,the

, adopted rules may not be substantiallydifferent than these proposed rules, unless the procedure under '
Minnesota Rules, part 14Q0.2110, haS been followed. Ifthe proposed rules affect you in any way, you are
encouraged to participate: '

Adoption Procedure After the Hearing. After the close ofthe hearing record, the Admlnistrative
Law Judge will issue a report on the proposed rules., You may ask to be notified ofthe date when t~e '
judge's report will become available, and can make this request at the hearing or in writing to the ,
Administrative Law Judge. You may also ask to be notified ofthe date on which the agency adopts the
rules and the rules are filed with the Secretary ofState, or ask to register with the agency to receive notice of
future rule proceedings, and can make these requests at the hearing or in writing to the agency contact
person stated above.

. . ' ..

Lobbyist Registration. Minnesota Statutes, chapter lOA, requires eachlobbyist to regiSter 'with the
State Campaign Firiance and Public DisClosure Board. Questions regarding this requirement maybe
directed to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite 190, Centennial Building, 658
Cedar Street, S1. Pau~ Minnesota 55155, telephone 651-296-5148 or 1-800-657-3889.

Order

I order that the rulemaking hearing be held at the dates, times

Dated: _'<':-/.:..-,l_.:._J_f_-_o.,----1__
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Environmental Quality Board. "

Proposed Permanent Rules Relating to Environmental ReView

4410.0200 DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

[For text ofsubps 1 t09, see'M.R.]

~·Silbp:·9a.'Commonopen space. ["Common open space" means a portion of a
- .- ",

development permanently set aside to preserve elements ofthe naturaLlandscape for

public,orpriyateuse. which will notbedevelopedorsubdividedand is either owned in

c~onby the indi~dual owners in~dev~lopmentorby~permanentlyestablished

management entity. Common open SPliCe does not include the area within 25 feet ofany

stI1l~, any m:;'P<:MOUS surfade; ()rth~ ~between buI1dings within an individual

cluster ofbuI1dings when the developmentis designedllSing clustered compact lots or

clustered,unitsorsites·to create.andpre§~egreen space, such as in a conservation

subdivision, plannedunit development, or resort.

Subp.9lt:9b.Compost ra:ciIity~ "Compost facility" means a facI1ity.used to compost

or cO-COIllpost sc:ilid waste; including:

[For text of items A aridB;·seeM.R.l

Subp. 9b-: 9c; .Connected actions. Two projects are"connected actions" ifa

respollS1ole gov=mentalunit detennines they are related in any ofthe following ways:

fFor text ofitems A to C, seeM~R.l

SubF. lla. Cumulative potential,effects; "Cumulative potential effects" means the

effect on the environment that results fromtheincremental effects ofa project in addition

to otherprojects in the enViromrientally relevant area that might reasonably be eXpected to

aff~ct the same envn:~entalresomees,includirig future projects actually planned or for

which a basis~fexpee'tationbasb~laid,regardlessof~tp~<m~dertakes the other

projects or what jurisdictions have authority over the projects. Significant cumulative

,2.1

2.2

23

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

, 2.19

2.20

2.21

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.25

potential effects can result £rein individually minor projects taking place over a period of

time. In imalyzing the contnoutions ofpast projects to cumulative potential effects, it is

sufficient to consider the current aggregate effects ofpast actions. It is not required to1ist

or analyze the impacts of individual past aetions,Unless such information is necessary

•to desci:toe the cUmulative potential 'effects, In determining ifa basis ofexpectation

has bfienlaid for a projeet, an RGU must determine whether a project is reasonably

likely to oCCUr and, ifso, whether sufficiently detaI1ed information is available about the

project to contn'bilte.to the understanding ofcumulative potential effects. In making

these determinations] the RGU must consider: whether any' applications for permits

have been filed with any units ofgovernment whether detailed plans and specifications

have been prepared for the project; whether futuredevelopnient is indicatedby adopted

compreherisive plans or zoning or other ordinances; whether future development is

indicated by historic or forecasted trends; and any other relevant factors.

{For ten ofsubps 12 to 55] see M.R.J

, Subp. 558,. Ordinary high water level. "Ordinaryhigh water level" has the meaning

given in part 61202500, subpart 11.

Subp. 55lI:' 55b. Organism. "Organism" has the meaning given in part 4420.0010,

subpart 18.

[For"text ofsubps 56 to 79, see M.R.l

Subp. 79a. Sensitive shoreland area. "Sensitive shoreland area" means shoreland

designated as a special protection district pursuant to part 61203200 and shoreland

riparian to any of the'following types ofpublic waters:

A. lakes or bays oflakes classified as natural environment pursuant to part

6120.3000;

B. trout lakes and streams designated pursuant to part 6264.0050;

4410.0200 Approved by l\l:visorc..Jt+J, 4410.0200 2
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3.15 '. [For text ofsubps 82 to 96, see MR.]

3.16 4410.0400 GENERAL RESPONSmILITIES.

3.17 [For text ofsubps 1 to 3, see MR.]

rFortext ofsubps 6 to 9, see M.R.l

Subp. 5. Change in proposed.project; new EAW. If; after a negative declaration

has been issued but before the.proposed prqiect has received all approvals or been

implemented, the RGU determines that a substantial change has been made in the

proposed project or has occt,med in the RGB's'project's circumstances, which change may

affect the potential for significant adtO!Se environmental effects thatw~not addressed in

the existing EAW, a new EAW is required.

Subp. 2. Content. The petition shall also include:

[For text of subpart 1, see MR.]

fFortext ofitems A to D, see M.R.]

4410.1100· PETITION PROCESS.

E. material evidence indicating that, because of the nature or location of

the proposed project, there may be potential for significant environmental effects. The

material evidence must physically accompany the petition. It is not sufficient to merely

provide a reference or citation to where the evidence may be found.

[For text of subps 3 and 4, see M.R.l

Subp. 5. Determination of RGU. The EQB's chair or designee shall det=ine

whether the petition cOm:plieswith the requirements ofsubparts 1 and 2. Ifthe petition

complies, the chair or designee shall designate an RGU pursuant to part 4410.0500

and forward the petition to the RGU within five days ofreceipt ofthe petition. Ifthe

petition fails to comply, the chair or designee shall return the petition to the petitioners

representative within five days ofreceipt ofthe petition with a written explanation ofwhy

it fails to comply.

4.1'

4.2

43

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16
. .

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

4.21

4.22

4.23

[For text ofsubp 80, see M.R.].

.E.outstaridingresource value waters designated)?llISUllIl;t to part 7050.0180.

subdivision 2j
.' "

D. migratory waterfowl feeding and resting lakesdesign!ted pursuant to
.' --.' -' - .- -" .' - - _ . _,_ ". -.. 0" - • -.- .-~_." -. •

Minnesota Statotes,section 97A.095, subdivision 2jor

3.3

3.1

3.5

3.4

3.6

3.8 A. that is servicedby a wastewater treatmenHacility. or a pabttcl) 0 imcd;

3.9 ooerlltcd:: or saowiised centralized.septic system servicing the entire development; or

3.10 [For text ofitem B,seeM..R.]

3.11 Subp. 8IR. Shore impact zone. "Shore impact zone" means land located between

3.12 the ordinary high water level of a public water and a line panillel to it at 50 percent of

3.13 the structure setback distance as 'establishedby part 61203300, subpart 3, or by local

3.14 ordinance, whichever distance is greater.

3.7 Subp. 81. Sewered area. "Seweredarea" means an area:

3;18 Subp. 4. Appeal offinal decisions. Decisions by aRGRonthe need for an EAW,

3.19 the need for an. EIS~ thea<iequacy ofanElS, andtheadeguacy ofan alternative urban

3.20 areawide review document are final decisions andmay be reviewed by a declaratorY

3.21 judgment action initiated within 30 days ofthe RGU's d~sionin the district court ofthe

3.22 county where the proposed prqiect, or any part thereot: would be undertaken.

. 3.2

3.23 4410.1000 PROJECTS REQUIRING AN EAW.
4.24. 4410.1200 EAW CONTENT.

3.24 [For text ofsubps 1 to 4, see M.R.J

4410.1000 '3 4410.1200 4
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5;8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

5.17

5.18

5.19

5.20'

5.21

. 5.22

5.23

5.24

1J1e EAW shall address at least the following major categories in the fonn provided

on the wOrksheet:

E..major issues sectionsidentifying potential ertvi~ental impacts and

issues that may require further in~estigatioIi ~efore the In:oj~ is comm~ced., incfuding

identification ofcumuhtive~~~tialeffectS;

!For text ofitemsFto H, see M.R..]

4410.1700 DECISION Ol'iI NEED FOREIS.

!For.text ofsubps 1 to.4, :seeMR.]

Subp.· 5. Distribtition ofdecision. TheRGU'sdecision shall be provided, within

five days, to all persons on theEAW distitoution listp1lrsuant topart 4410,1500, to all

persons that commented in writing during the 3D-day review period, and to any person

upon written request. All personswho submitted timely and substantive comments on

the EAW shall be sent a copy ofthe RGU's resporise to those comments prepared under

subpart 4. Upon notification, the EQB staff shall publish.the RGU's decision in the EQB

Monitor. lEthe deci:lion is li positi:le deeblration;the R-GU Mmll also indiCAte in the

deewion the ihte,time, andpltiee of the seopirig Ie,ie.. meeting.

!For text ofsubp 6, see MR.J

Subp. 7. Criteria. In deciding whether a project has the potential for significant

environmental effects, thefollowmgfuet6rs shall be considered:

!For text ofitem A, see M.R.]

B. cumulative potential effects of related or.linlieipatcd fatLlle pIejeets. The

RGU shall consider the following factOrs: whether·the cumulative potential effect is

.significant; whether the cOntnoution from the projecin; sig!@cantwhenviewed in

. 6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

6.9

6.10

6.11

6.12

6.13

6.14

6.15

6.16

6.17

'6.18

6.19

6.20

·6.21

6.22

6.23

6.24

6.25

which the project complies with approved mitigation measures specifically designed to

address the cumulative potential effect; and the efforts of the proposer to minimize the

contnoutions from the project;

C. the extent to which the environmental effects are subject to mitigation by
\

ongoing public regu1atoryauthority. The RGU may rely only'on Initigaiion measures that

are specific and that can be reasonably expected to effectively Initigate the identified

environmental impacts ofthe project; and

!For text ofitem D,see M.R.].

!For text ofsubps8 and 9, see MR.]

4410.2300 CONTENT OF EIS.

An ElS shall be written in plain and objective language. An RGU shall use a format

for an EIS that will encourage good analysis and clear presentation ofthe proposed action

including alterri.atives to the project. The standard fonnat shall be:

!For text of items A to G, seeMR.]

H. Environmental, ~oInic, employment, and sociological impacts: for the

proposed project and each major alteriJativ'e there shall be a thorough but succinct

discussion ofpotentially significantditeetolinditwt; adverse;- or beneficial effects

generated. be they direct, indirect, orcumulative. Dataand analyses shallbe commensurate

with the importance ofthe impact and the relevance ofthe information to areasoned choice

among alternatives and ~the consideration ofthe need for Initigation measures; the RGU

shall consider the relationship ~etween the cost ofdata and analyses and the relevance

and importance ofthe infonnation in determining the level ofdetail ofinfOllIlation to be

prepared for the EIS.Less important material maybe summarized, consolidated., or simply

referenced. The ~IS shall identify.andbriefly discuss any major differences ofopinion

concerning significant impacts ofthe prOposed project on the environment.

5.25 connection with other contn'butions to the cumulative potential effect; the degree to

4410.1700 5 4410.2300 6
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8.11 by the RGU that eachpotential project within the designated boundary has or may have

7.21 C. Ifa specific residential, commercial, ...varehousin& light industrial, or

7.22' associated infrastructure project, that is sUbject to an EAW or EIS,is proposed within the

7.23 boundaries ofan area for which an altemiuive review under this part is planned or is in

. 7.24 prepilration but has not yet been completed, the RGU may, at its discretion, review the

8.23 received, the RGU must ~onsiderthe'comments and determine whether to include the

7.1

7:1

73

7.4

7.5

7.6 .

7.7

7.8

7.9

7.10

7.Il

7.12

7.13

7.14

7.15

7.16

7.17

7.18

7.19

7.20

fFoftextofitemsI and!, see Mit)

4410.3100 PRO:HmITION o.N FINAL GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONS.

[For text ofsubps 1 and 2, see M.R.'

Bubp. 13. Concnrrent review ofdraft pennitsnot proJullited. Subpart 1 does not

promllit a govemmentalunit from issuing notice ofand receiving public co=ents on a

.draft permit prior to completion ofenviTIm:rilentaJ. review.

[For text ofsubps 3 to 9, see M.R.J

4410.3610 ALTERNATIVE URBAN AREAWIDE REVIEW PROCESS.

[Forrext of subpart 1, seeM.R.J

Subp. 2. Relationship to specific development projects.

& Upon completion ofreview under this part, residential, commercial,

warehousing, and light industrial development projects and associated infrastructure

within the boundaries established'under subpart 3-that are consistent with development

assumptions established under subpart 3 are exempt from review underparts 4410.1100 to

4410.1700 and 4410.2100 to 4410.3000 as 19I1g as the approval and construction ofthe

project complies with the conditions ofthe plan for mitigation developed under subpart 5.

B. The prom'bitions ofpart 4410.3100, subparts 1 and 2, apply to all projects for

whichreview under this part substitutes for review under Parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700 or

4410.2100 to 4410.3000. Theseprom~itionsterminateupon the adoption by the RGU of

8.1

8.2

83

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10

8.12

8.13

8.14

8.15

8.16

8.17

8.18

8.19

8.20

8.21

8.22

8.24

8.25

8i6

8.27

specific project either through the alternative.areawide review procedures or through

the EAW or EIS procedures. Ifthe project is reviewed through the alternative areawide

review procedures,atleast one set ofdevelopment assumptions used-in the process must

be coDsistentwith the proposed project, and the project must incorporate the applicable _

mitigation measures developed through_the process.

The prohibitions ofpznt 44183188, sti!;F'" 1 to 3, app!J to "* projccts fur "hieh

rei iCII L11iacr am part Sttt.stimtes fiJI: CCiie" L11ider PllCts 4'n8.n88 to 4418.1188 or

,..,.;rv:oo:LOJ:vo ,LV ""'~,V""U.UV:",_XW;;~J.ULT.lUUlQO~lIllUUlOC.UPUllun;;;"lU\f.PLlUU OJ W .... KUU ox

Ul.... WI \i UOIllllWlLaI _UDaIJ"Ii) uv....U11l\OiUlO anu: plml .LUI lllluguuun UUUltI osuupm:t: J.

D. The ordering ofa review pursuant to subpart 3 does not constitute a :finding

the potential for significant·environmental effects. After an order for review has been

adopted under subpart 3, ifa specific project for which an EAW or ElS is not mandatory

is proposed within the boundaries ofthe review area, the RGU may exclude the project

from the review process and proceed with its approval by using the following process.

The RGU must provide notice ofthe intended exclusion and the reasons for the intended

exclusion in the same manner as fordistn'bution ofanEAW pursuantto part 4410.1500.·

Agencies and interested persons shall have ten days from the date ofthc notice in the EOB

Monitor to file comments with the RGU about the proposed=oval ofthe project from

the review. Ifno adverse comments are received within the co~entperiod, the project

is automatically excluded :from the review and the prom1Jitions under part 4410.3100 do

not apply to the project without further action by the RGU. Ifadverse comments are

project in the review or to exclude it within 30 days of the end ofthe comment period

based on whether the project may have the potential for significant environmental effects,

taking into account the comments received and the interaction ofthe project with other

anticipated'development in its surrounding area.

4410.3610 7 4410.3610 8
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10.23 an alternative from analysis found under part 4410.2300, item G, in determining ifa

10.24 suggested additional scenario'or alternative to a specific project shouldbe included or .

10.25 excluded and must explain its reasoning in a written record ofdecision.

9.1

9.2

9.3 .

9.4

95

9.6

9.7

9.8

9.9

9.10

9.11

9.12 .

9.13

9.14

9.15

9.16

9.17

9.18

9.19

9.20.

9.21

9.22

9.23

9.24

1h. Ifa specific project·will be reviewed through the procedures ofthis part rather

than through the EAW or EIS procedures and the projectitselfwotild otherwise require

.preparatiOIi of an EIS pmsuant to part .4410.4400 or will comprise at least 50 percent of

thegeogFaplricarea.tobe~eVred,the RGD mustfollow the additionalprocedures of

subpart Sa in the review:

[FOrtextofsubp 3, seeM.R..J

Subp.4;iErivfronlIlental analysis document; form and content. The content

and format ml1st beSimilm:to thatofthe.EAW; but mustprovide for a level ofanalysis

comparable to that ofan EIS for1m:.l=ts:direct, indireC:t,and cumulative potential effects

typical ofurban residential, =ercial, warehousing, and, light industrial development

and associated infrastructure. The content and fOImat must provide for a certification by

the RGU that the coIitprehensiveplanrequirements ofsubpart! are met.

Subp.. 5...Procedures for review. The procedures in items A to H must be used

for review under this part.

A.The RGU,sbaIlprepare a~ enviromIlentaI analysis document addressing

each ofthe development sc.e,riarios selected under subpart 3 using the standard content and

format provided by the EQB under subpart 4. A draft vemon ofthe mitigation plan as

ckscno,ed under item C must be included-The geographic eXtent ofthe-analyses ofdirect,

indirect, and cumulative potential effects COlldUcted in preparingi:be document is not to be

limited by the boundaries set in the order.forreview under subpart 3. The draft document

must be diStnouted and noticed in accordance with part 4410.1500.

[For text ofiteins B to H, see M.RJ

·Subp. Sa Additional procednres required'when certain large specific projects

reviewed.

10.1

10.2

10.3

lOA

105

1Q.6

10.7

10.8

10.9

10.10

1~U1

10.12

10.13

10.14

10.15

10.16

10.17

10.18

10.19

10.20

10.21

10.22

A. The procedures ofthis subpart must be followed in addition to those of

subpart 5 ifa specific:project will be reviewed according to this part and the project would

otherwise require preparation ofan EIS pursuant to part 4410.4400 or will comprise at

least 50 percent ofthe geographic arcato be reviewed.
t

B. Prior to final approval ofthe order for review pursuant to subpart 3, the

RGD must conduct a public process to receive comments about the scope ofthe review.

The RGD shall prepare a draft order for review and distnoute and provide notice ofits

availability in the same manner as for an EAW pmsuant to part 4410.1500. The draft

order for review mUst include the information specified in subpart 3 and a description of

the specific large project or projects to be included in the review comparable to that ofa

scaping EAW pursuant to part 4410.2100, subpart 2.

C. Government units and interested persons shall participate in the public

comment process in accordance With part 4410.1600, except that the purpose ofthe

=ents is to SUggest additiOnal development scenarios andrelevant issues to be

analyzed in the review. Comments may suggest additional development scenarios that

include alternativesto the specific laIge projector projects proposed to be included in the

review, including development at sites outside ofthe proposed geographic boundary.. The

conmtents must provide reasons why a suggested development sCenario or alternative to a

specific project is potentially environmentally superior to those identified in the RGU's

draft order.

D. The RGU must consider all timely and substantive comments received

when finalizing the order for review. The RGU shall apply the criteria for excluding

4410.3610 9 4410.3610 10
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11.1

11.2

113

11.4

115

11.6

11.7

11.8

11.9

11.10

11.11

lU2

11.13

11.14

IUS

11.16

lL17

11.18

11.19

11.20

11.21

11.22

11.23

:!b The RGU shall adopt the:final order for review within 15 days ofthe end of

the~entperiod. A copy ofthe order and the RGU's record ofdecision must be

s~twithin ten days of the decision to the EQB and to anyone who submitted timely

and substantive comments.

!Fortextofsubps 6to 8, see M.R.]

4410.4300 MANDATORYEAW CATEGORIES•.

(For.text ofsubps 1 to 11, see M:R.]
. . .

Subp..12. Nonmetallic mineral mining. Items A~to C designate the RGU for

the type ofproject listed:

!For text ofitems A and B, see M.R.]

C. For develgpment ofa facility for the extraction or mining ofsand, gravel,

stone, or other nonmetallic minerals, other than peat, which will excavate 20 or more

acres offorested or other naturally vegetated land in a sensitive shoreland area or 40

acres offorested or other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive shoreland·area, the

local governmental unit shallbe the RGU.

!Forten ofsubps 13 to 19, seeM.R.]

Subp. 19a. Residential development in shoreland.

A. The 10caIgovernmental unit is the RGU for constTuction ofa pennanent or

potentially p=anentresidential develgpmentlocated whollyor partially in shoreland of

a type listed in items B to E. Forpurposes.ofthis subpart, ''riparian unit" means a unit ina

deveiopment that;u,uts a public water or, in the'case ofIi development where units are not

allowed to abut the public water, is located in the first tieroffue develgpment as provided

under part 61203800, subpart 4, item A.

12.1 B. A development containing 15 or more unattached or attached units for a

12.2 sensitive shoreland area or 25 or more unattached or attached·units fur a nonsensitive

123 shoreland area, ifany of the following conditions is present

12.4 ill less than 50 percent ofthe area iri shoreland is common open space;

i
125 ill the number ofriparian units exceeds by atleast 15 peicent the number

12.6 ofriparim lots that would De allowable calculated according to the applicable lot area

12.7 ' and width standards forriparianunsewered single lots underpart 6120.3300, subparts

12.8 2a and 2b; or

12.9 ill ifany portion ofthe project is in an unincorporated area, the number of

12.10 nonriparian units in shoreland exceeds by at least 15 percent the nmnber onots that would

12.11 be allowable on the parcel calculated according to the applicable lot area standards for

12.12 nonriparian unsewered single lots under part 6120.3300, subparts 2a and 2b.

12.13 C. A develgpment containing 25 or more unattached or attached units for a

12.14 sensitive shoreland area or 50 or more unattached or attached units for a nonsensitive

12.15 shoreland area, ifnone ofthe conditions listed in item B is 'present

12.16 D. A development inasensitive shoreland area that provides p=anentmooring

12.17 space for at least one nonriparian unattached or attached unit

12.18 , .:!b A development containing at least one unattached or attached unit created

12.19 by the conversion ofa resort, motel, hotel, ret:reational vehi~le park, or campground, if

12.20 either of·the following conditions is present:

12.21 ill the number.ofnonriparian units in shoreland exceeds by at least 15

12.22 percent thenumber'oflots that would be allowable on the parcelcalCuIated according

12.23 to the applicable lot area standards for nonriparian unsewered single lots under part- .. . '.. , .. .

12.24 6120.3300, subparts 2a and 2b; or

4410.4300 Ii .4410.4300 12
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13.8 ordinance, resolution, or agreementofa local governmentalllIlitfor a future use other than

13.6 that may ultimatelvbe aev~lopedon all contiguoU;1and. owned orUnder an option to

13.1

13.2

13.3

13.4

135

. 13.7

13.9

13.10

13.11

13.12

13.13

13.14

13.15

13.16

13.17

13.18

13.19

13.20

13.21

13.22

13.23

13.24

ill the number ofriparian uni15 exceeds by at least 15 percent the number

ofrip;nan 1015 that would be allowable calculated according to the applicable lot area

and Width standards f'arriparlmlumewered single,lo15 Under part 612033()0, subparts

2aand2b~

f:. AnEAW is reguiredforresidential development ifthe total number ofuni15

purchase bvthe proposer, exceptiandidentifiedbian appliCable compre~ye plan,

.residential development, eglials or exceeds a threshold ofthi~ subpart. In counting the

total numberofultimate.uni15, the RGU shall include the number ofuni15 in any plans of

the proposer. For land for which the proposer has not yet prepared plans, the RGU shall

use as the number ofunits the number of acres multiplied by the maxinium number of

,uni15 per acre allowable under the applicable zoning ordinance or, ifthe maximum number
. - . .

ofunits allowable per acre is not specified in an applicable zoning ordinance, by the

overall average number ofuni15 per acre indicated in the plan ofthe proposer for those

lands for which plans exist.

!For text ofsubp 20, see M.R.l

Subp. 20a. Resorts, campgronnds, and RV parks in shorelands. The local

government unit is the RGU for consi:ruction or expaIl.sion ofa resort or other seasonal or

permanent recreational development IOCllted wholly or partially in shoreland, accessible

by vehicle, ofa type listedin it~AOl'B:

A. construction or addition of25 or more units or sites in a sensitive shoreland

area or 50 units or sites ina nonsensitive shoreland area ifat least 50 percent ofthe area in

sho~landis=6~ open spa~;'rJr

14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

145

14.6

14.7

14.8

14.9

14.10

14.11

14.12

14.13

14.14

14.15

14.16

14.17

14.18

14.19

14.20

14.21

14.22

B., construction or addition of15 or more units or sites in a sensitive shoreland

area or 25 or more units or sites in a nonsensitive sboreland area. ifless than 50 percent of

the area inshoreland is common open space.

!For text ofsubps 21 to 36, see M.R.]

!
Subp. 36a. Land conversions iii shoreland. '

A. For a project that alters 800 feet of the shoreline in a sensitive shoreland

area or 1.320 feet ofshoreline in a lI.ousensitive shoreland area. the local governmental

unit is the RGU.

B. For a project that alters more than 50 percent ofthe shore impact zone ifthe

alteration measures at least 5,000'sQUare feet, the local governmental unit is the RGU.

C. For a project that permanently converts 20 or more acres offorested or other

naturally vegetated land in a sensitive shoreland area or 40 or more acres offorested or

other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive shoreland area, the local governmental

unit is the RGU.

(For text ofsubp 37, see M.R.]

4410.4400 MANDATORY EIS CATEGORIES.

(For text ofsubps I to 8, see M.R.] ,

Snbp. 9. Nonmetallic mineral mining. Items A tmeH3-to C designate the RGU for

the type ofproject listed:

(FOl'text ofitems A and B, see M.R.]

C. For development ofa facility for the extraction or mining ofsand,' gravel,

stone, or other nonmetallic minerals, other than peat, whichWilI excavate 40 or more

14.23 acres offorested or othernaturally vegetated land in a sensitiveshoreland area or 80 or

·4410.4300 13 4410.4400 14
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15.1 more acres offorested or other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive shoreland area,. -
15.2 the local governmen1aI unit is the RGU.

16.1

16.2

shoreland area by the conversion ofa resort, motel hotel, recreational vehicle park, or

campground, ifeither ofthe following conditions is present

153· [For text of-subps 10 to 14, seeM.R.l

15.4 Subp. 14a.. Residenti~l development in shoreland.

15.5 A. Thelocalgovemmental unit is theRGU forconstruc1ion ofa pennane:ili: or

15.6 potentially Permanent residential development located wholly or partially in shoreland of
16.6 part 6120.3300. subparts 2a and 2bj or

.ill. the number ofnonriparian units in shoreland exceeds by at least 15

percent the number oflots that wouldbe allowable On the parcel calculated according to

the !!!JPlicable lot area and~dth~llirrds for nonriparian unsewered single lots under

163

16.4

16.5

16.7 ill the number ofriparian units exceeds by at least 15 percent the number

16.S ofriparian lots that would be allowable calculated according to the applicable lot area

16.9 and width ~dards for riparian unsewered single lots unde1- part 6120.3300, subparts

16.10 2a and 2b.

a type listed in items ~to D. For purposes ofthis subpart, ''riparian unit" means a unit in a

allowed to abut the publicmteT, is loCated in the:first tier ofthe development as provided

underpart 6120.3800, subpart 4, item A.

15.7

15.9

15.8

15.10

'15.11

15.12

15.13

15.14

15.15

15.16

15.17

15.18

15.19

15.20

15.21

15.22

B. A development containing 50 or more unattached or attached units for a

sensitive shoreland area or'100 or more unattached or attached units for a nonsensitive

shore1and area. ifany ofthe following conditiCliisis present:

.ill. less than 50 percent ofthe area in shoreland is ConlIDon open space;

ill the number ofriparian units exceeds by at least 15 percent the number

ofriparian lots that would be allowable calculated according to the !!!JPlicable lot area

and width standards for riparian unsewered single lots under part 6120.3300, subparts

2aand2b; or

ill· any portion ofthe project is in an unincorporated area.

C. Adevelooment of 100 or more unattached or attachedunits for a sensitive

shoreland area or 200 or more unattached or attached units for a nonsensitive shoreland

area, ifnone of the conditions listed in item B is present.

16.11 E. An ElS is required for residential development ifthe total number ofunits

16.U that the proposer may ultimately develop on all contiguous land owned by the proposer or

16.13 for which the proposer has an option to purchase, except land identified by an applicable

16.14 comprehensive plan, ordinance, resolution, or agreement ofa local goverumental unit for

-16.15 a futme·use other than residential development, equals or exceeds a threshold of this

16.16 subpart. In counting the total number ofultimate units, the RGU shall include the mmtber

16.17 ofunits in any plans ofthe proposer. For land for which the proposer has not yet prepared

16.18 plans, the RGU shall use as the mmtber ofunits the number ofacres multiplied by the

16.19 maximum number ofunits per acre allowable under the applicable zoning ordinance or, if

16.20 the maximum number ofunits allowable per acre is not specified in an applicable zoning

16.21 ordinance, by the overall average number ofunits per acre indicated in the plans ofthe

16.22 proposer for those lands for which plans exist.

16.23 [For text ofsubps 15 to 25, see M.R.J

- 15.23

15.24

D. A development creating 20 or more unattached or-attached units for a

sensitiveshoreland area or 40 or more unattached or attitched units for a nonseDsitive

16.24 Subp. 26. Resorts, campgrounds, and RV parks in sborelands. For construction or

16.25 expansion ofa resort or other seasonal or pennanent recreational development, accessible

4410.4400 15 4410.4400 16·
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/' 17.1

17.2

17.3

17.4

17.5

17.6

17.7

17.8

17.9

17.10

17.11

17.12

17.13

17.14

by-vehicle, adding 100 or more units or sites in a sensitive shoreland area or 200 or more,
units or sites in a nonsensitive shoreland area; the local governmental unit is the RGU.

Subo. 27.. Land conversion in shorelands, For a project that permanently converts

40 or more acres of forested or other naturally vegetated land in a sensitive shoreland

area or 80 or more acres offorested or other naturally vegetated land in a nonsensitive

shoreland area, the local gov=nental unit is the RGU.

Subp. 28. Genetically engineered wild rice. For the release and a permit for a

release of genetica1ly engineered Wild rice for which an EIS Is required by Minnesota

Statutes, section 116C.94, subdivision 1, paragraph <b), the BOB is the RGU.

4410,4600 EXEMPTIONS.

Subpart 1. Scope of exemption. Projects wlthin subparts 2 and r;.26 are exempt

from parts 4410.0200 to 4410,6500. Projects within subparts 3 to 25 and 27 are exempt

from parts 4410.0200 to 4410.6500, unless they have characteristics which meet or exceed

any ofthe thresholds specified in part 4410.4300 or 4410.4400.

18.1

18.2

18.3

18.4

18.5

18.6

18.7

18.8

18.9

18.10

18.11

C. Construction ofa single residence or multiple residence with· four dwelling

. units or less and accessory appurtenant structures andutI1ities is exempt.

[For textofsubps 13 to 25, see M.R.]

Subp. 26. Governmental ac1fities. Proposals and enactments ofthe legislature,

rules or orders ofgov=nental units~ adoption and amendment ofcoI~1prehensiveand

other plans, zoning ordinances, or other official controls by local govermnental units,

rezoning actions by a local governmental unit unless the action wouldbe primarily for the

benefit ofa specific project or projects, adoption and amendment ofplans by state agencies,

executive orders ofthe governor or their implementation by govemmental units, judicial

orders, and submissions ofproposals to a vote ofthe people ofthe state are exempt.

[For text ofsubp 27, see M.R.]

17.15 !For text ofsubps 2 to 6, see M.R.]

17.16 Subp. 7. Storage facilities. Construction ofa facility designed for or capable of

17.17 storing less than 750 tons ofcoal=,with.an annual throughput ofless than 12,500

. 17.18 tons ofcoal, or the expansion ofan existing facility by these respective amOlmts, is exempt.

17.19 [For text ofsnbps 8 to 11, see M.R.]

17.20 Subp. 12. Residential development. The following projects are exempt

1721 [For text of item-A, see M.R.J

17.22 B. Construction oness than ten'residential units located in shoreland. provided

17.23 a1lIand in the development that lies within 300 feet of the ordinary high water level

17.24 of the lake or river, or edge orany wetland adjacent to the lake or river, is preserved

17.25 as common open space.
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